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his book has its beginnings in the early 1970s. At that

time, the late Dr. Michael Bigg, Ian MacAskie, and one of

liS (Graeme Ellis), working at the Pacific Biological Station

in Nanaimo, British Columbia, were studying the popula-

tion status of killer whales in the province. This proved to

be no small task. Conventional cerisus techniques, such as


aerial or vessel transect surveys, were not practical because of

the vastness of the convoluted British Columbia coastline and

the wide-ranging distribution of the whales. A public sighting

program using mail-in questionnaires yielded a very rough esti-

mate of the population size, but nothing about birth and death

rates, social organization, and other vital aspects of the whales'

life history. Clearly another study technique was needed.

By 1973, Mike Bigg, always the inventor and innovator, had

discovered a technique that was to revolutionize field studies of

killer whales worldwide. Mike realized that the whales were all


carrying natural markings on their bodies and that these could

be used for the cetacean equivalent of a mug-shot identification

system. A good photograph of the dorsal fin and grey "saddle"

patch at the base of the fin revealed a unique pattern of nicks

and scars that provided a whale's identification. Mike reasoned

that if every individual present during repeated encounters with

whale groups along the coast was identified photographically, the

P9pulation could actually be counted rather than estimated, and

many other features of the species' natural history could be exam-

ined. Many scientists were skeptical about the validity ofthis  new

approach, but Mike persisted and demonstrated that photo-

identification was indeed the key to understanding this species.


The study continued through the 1970s and ex panded as


other researchers joined the collaborative effort. Two of us


became involved during this period. In 1976, Ken Balcomb

formed a research group on San Juan Island and started an

intensive multifaceted study of the portion of the population

that frequents US waters. This research program, operated by

the Center for Whale Research, continues today. In 1977, John

Ford began graduate studies at the University of British

Columbia, focusing on the underwater vocalizations of the

whales and their relationship to behaviour and social structure.

This' work also continues today.


By the early 1980s, Our understanding of the coastal killer


whales and our relationship with them began to enter a new

era. Scientifically, a most remarkable picture was emerging.
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Killer whales were far from conventional mammals; indeed,

certain aspects of their biology appeared unique. Two different

forms of the species - residents and transients -l ived in the

same waters, yet never associated and seemed to specialize on

different prey - fish for residents and mammals for transients.

The social structure of the resident whales was exceptionally

unusual, with young whales staying in their mother's group

well into maturity and probably for their entire lives. Also,


each resident killer whale pod was found to have a unique

vocal dialect that appeared to encode its relationship to other

pods in the population.

During this period? the whales were attracting the attention

of more than just researchers. Plans to turn Robson Bight, a


sheltered bay on northeastern Vancouver Island, into a log-

booming area threatened this important whale habitat. Lobby-

ing efforts by conservationists eventually led to the creation of

an ecological reserve for the whales in Robson Bight in 1982,


and, in the process, the area became widely known as the best

place for the public to view killer whales in the wild. The open-

ing of a road to northern Vancouver Island in 1979 improved

access to the area, and Johnstone Strait quickly grew in popu-

larity as a destination for recreational whale watching. In 1980


the first commercial whale-watching ex cursions began in the

Strait, and soon people were travelling from throughout North

America and abroad to watch killer whales in this area and, some

years later, offsouthern  Vancouver Island and in Haro Strait.

As interest in recreational whale watching grew, so too did

the demand from whale enthusiasts for a book containing the

latest information on killer whale natural history and a cata-

logue of photographs to identify individual whales and their

family groups. Such a book was co-authored and published in

1987 by Mike Bigg and the three of us, but it was very much

Mike's project. Mike Bigg was the pioneer of modern killer

whale research, and it was his enthusiasm, cooperative spirit,

and love for the animals that was responsible for much of the

success of the scientific work, as well as this first book on killer


whale natural history and identification. Mike hoped that the

book would be updated every four to five years as the popula-

tion changed and new discoveries were made, and that this

might "result in the killer whales of this region becoming one

of the best understood of all marine mammals." Sadly, Mike

Bigg was not to live to see the nex t edition of his book. In
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October 1990, Mike died at the age of 51, leaving many friends

and students to carryon the work that was so important to him.

I t wasn't until 1994 that we produced a new and updated

version of our original killer whale book, this time published

jointly by UBC Press and the University of Washington Press.


Much had changed between 1987 and 1994. The killer whale

population in the region had jumped from about 350 to almost

700 with the discovery of a new community of "offshore" killer

whales. The resident population itself had grown from about

260 in 1987 to about 300 in 1993. The number of identified

animals in the transient killer whale population had more than

doubled. With such a large number of whales now known, it

was impractical to include them all in the photographic registry

in a single book. Thus, we chose to produce two separate books,

each with a different focus and photographic catalogue. Killer


Whales describes the natural history of all three populations of

killer whales - resident, transient, and offshore - but only

includes the more common resident population in the cata-

logue section. The second book, Transients, published in 1999


(see Bibliography), focuses on the fascinating lifestyle of these

mammal-hunting ~ h a l e s  and contains a catalogue of over 200

transients identified in British Columbia, Washington, and

southeastern Alaska. I t is likely to be some time, however, before

"offshore" killer whales get their own book. We continue to

encounter these whales several times a year, but we are still a


long way from understanding their natural history and ecology.


Killer whale populations are constantly in flux , and our

knowledge of their biology continues to steadilyimprove . We


have thus revised this book to provide readers with the latest

information on the current status and understanding of killer

whales in British Columbia and Washington. We have also


revised the catalogue section to ensure that whale watchers

have an up-to-date identification tool for use out on the water.

Since publication of the first edition of Killer Whales in 1994,


there have been 71 births and 64 deaths in the resident popula-

tion. The appearance of many whales has changed - young

whales have grown, and many individuals have acquired new

nicks or scars. We have also changed the way we refer to the

basic social groups of resident whales, from "sub pods" to

"matrilines," because social organization of resident killer

whales is better defined by genealogical relationships than by

association patterns, as has been done in the past.

Like its predecessors, this book is the product of countless

people, too numerous to list here. Over the years, the study has

involved several thousand people who called us to report whale

sightings and over 200 people who took photographs that were

used to document whales. For major ongoing contributions to

this research, we give special thanks to our colleagues Lance


Barrett-Lennard, David Ellifrit, Candice Emmons, and Astrid

van Ginneken. For contributions of identification photographs

and/or acoustical recordings, sharing of data and ideas, or

other special assistance, we thank the following: David Bain,

Kelley Balcomb-Bartok, Nancy Black, Prentice Bloedel II, Jim

Borrowman, David Briggs, Randy Burke, Diane Claridge,

Marilyn Dahlheim, Nicola Dedeluk, Volker Deecke, Brian

Falconer, Beverly Ford, Pat Gerlach, Karen Hansen, Kathy

Heise, Stan Hutchings, lain Jones, Bob and Ruth Lamont, Ed

Lochbaum, John McCulloch, lain MacDonald, Bill and Donna

Mackay, Rod MacVicar, John Mair, Nancy Marcus, Craig

Matkin, Valentina Mendoza, Alex Morton, Linda Nichol,

Erin Nyan, Miriam 0 , Peter Olesiuk, Rich Osborne, Rod and

Kechura Palm, Meg Pocklington, Peter Ross, Mark Sears,


Val Shore, Paul Spong, Helena Symonds, Robin Taylor, Chris

Tulloch, Adam U, Jane Watson, Peter Welk, and Harold Yurk.


We are grateful to the following organizations for their

financial and logistical support of this work: Pacific Biological

Station, Fisheries and Oceans Canada; Vancouver Aquarium

Marine Science Centre; Center for Whale Research; BC Wild

Killer Whale Adoption Program; Stubbs Island Whale

Watching; Earthwatch Institute; the Whale Museum; Langara

Fishing Adventures; and King Pacific Lodge.

. We were fortunate in having dedicated and skilled assis-

tance in the production of this revised edition. WilfHatch

processed and Elwood Miles printed the majority of the black-

and-white photographs. Astrid van Ginneken digitally scanned

the identification photographs of southern residents. George

Vaitkunas scanned and optimized the remaining photographs

and was responsible for the overall design and layout of the

book. Lance Barrett-Lennard, Bev Ford, Holly Keller-Brohman,

Peter Olesiuk, Peter Ross, and Jane Watson reviewed and

offered comments on portions of the revised manuscript. We


thank all for their enthusiastic, ongoing support.
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he killer whale, OrCil111S orca, is second only to humans

as the most widely distributed mammal on earth. I t ranges

from the tropical seas through the temperate zones to the

edge of the pack ice at both poles. Yet it is only in the last

quarter-century that we have begun to learn something

about the nature of this remarkable animal. There are sev-

eral reasons for this. Like all cetaceans (whales, dolphins, and

porpoises), killer whales live at sea and spend most of their

time underwater and out of sight. Compared to most terres-

trial animals, this makes them difficult to observe and study in

the wild. Also, the species does not appear to be very abundant

in most parts of its range. There are concentrations in certain

waters, such as offAntarctica, northern Japan, Iceland,

Norway, Alaska, and British Columbia, but killer whales are


only sighted sporadically in most parts of the world.

For many years, widespread fear and hatred of the animal

also impeded an understanding of killer whale natural history.

From ancient times, the killer whale featured prominently in


marine folklore as a bloodthirsty, voracious predator that was


ex tremely dangerous to humans. In the first century AD, the

Roman scholar Pliny the Elder wrote, "A killer whale cannot be


properly depicted or described except as an enormous mass of

flesh armed with savage teeth." More recently, in 1874, the

whaler, Captain Charles Scammon, wrote that "in whatever

quarter of the world [killer whales 1 are found, they seem


always intent upon seeking something to destroy or devour."


Even as late as 1973, US Navy diving manuals described the

killer whale as "ex tremely ferocious," warning that it "will

attack human beings at every opportunity."

But killer whales have not been universally disliked through-

out history .. Native peoples of coastal regions in many parts of

the world regarded the killer whale with awe and respect rather

than hostility. Along the 110rthwest coast of North America,

Native cultures held the killer whale in high esteem, and it was


featured prominently in their art and mythology. The Tlingit

of southeast Alaska, for ex ample, believed that the killer whale

would never harm humans, but instead would aid them with

gifts of strength, health, and food from the sea, of which the

killer whale was custodian. Killer whales remain an important

component of Native traditions today.


Killer whales have long been viewed with particular ani-

mosity by fishermen, who regarded the whales as threats to

AR032577



Killer Whales as Nuisances

Killer whales have not always

been well liked in British


Columbia. In the late 19505, per-

ceived competition with sports

fishermen for salmon, in addi-

tion to the general fear of the

whales, led to plans by the

Federal Department of Fisheries

to reduce the number of killer


whales in the Campbell River


area. The following letter, dated

28 July 1960, is from a report by

the committee planning this

program:

It is recommended that one .50

calibre machine gun with tripod

mounting be used [at Seymour

Narrows] with ball ammunition

only ... If the whales approach

from the westward, the method

o f attack would be to open fire

when they approach ... in an

endeavour to turn the herd back

and so prevent them from enter-

ing Seymour Narrows and con-

tinuing on to the Campbell River

area ... Should the whales

approach from the Campbell

River side, i t would be prefer-

able to withhold fire until they

have passed to the westward o f

the gun position, to prevent

turning back toward Campbell

River.


their lives as well as their livelihood. In Norway, it was feared


that killer whales were decimating herring stocks, so the gov-

ernment encouraged hunting of the species by whalers, even


subsidizing this hunt in some years. Between 1938 and 1980,


an average of 57 killer whales were taken each year. In British

Columbia, fishermen also considered the whales to be nui-

sances and unfair competition, and they were frequently shot

on sight. About 25% of the killer whales live-captured during

the late 1960s and early 1970s carried evidence of having been

previously shot and wounded. In 1960, under pressure from


sports fishing lodges in the Campbell River area on Vancouver

Island, the Federal Fisheries Department developed a program

to reduce killer whales by shooting them from a land-based

machine gun. Although the gun was mounted, it was never

fired; fortunately, the whales had shifted their foraging pattern

to areas outside of Campbell River when the culling program

was about to begin.

Killer whales have also been taken in some parts of the

world for their meat and oil, usually as a bycatch of whaling

operations focused on other species. The former USSR typi-

cally captured about 25 per season in their Southern

Hemisphere whaling operations; then, in the 1979-80 whaling

season, they took an unprecedented 916 whales. This raised

concern among conservationists, and in 1982 the International

Whaling Commission recommended against further killing

until more was known about the impact on populations.

Attitudes towards and awareness of killer whales among the

general public finally began to improve in the late 1960s. By


then, a number,ofkiller whales were being displayed in aquaria

around the world, and millions of people were able to see for


themselves that the animals were not the ferocious beasts of

reputation. Instead, they were intelligent, inquisitive, and coop-

erative, as were their relatives, the smaller dolphins. This, com-

bined with the emergence of an environmental movement in

North America in the 1970s, resulted in a new tolerance and

compassion for the species. Interest in viewing killer whales in

the wild soon developed, and the first commercial whale-

watching excursions aimed at this species began in the Johnstone

Strait area of British Columbia in 1980.


Today, killer whales are protected by many countries, and

they are safe from exploitation in most parts of the world.

None have been taken in commercial whaling operations any-

12 Our Changing Re lationship with the  Kille r Whale

where since 1981. With the success of captive breeding, live cap-

tures for aquaria have become rare. Recreational killer whale


watching has grown into a major pursuit, mostly in British

Columbia and Washington, where an estimated 100,000 people

took a commercial whale-yvatching excursion in 1999. Killer


whale watching has also become a growing industry in northern

Norway and Alaska. Fresh bullet wounds are now rarely seen on

whales in British Columbia and Washington.

Coincidental with this new respect for the killer whale has

come a new scientific understanding of the species. Field studies

similar to our own are under way in Alaska, Argentina, Norway,


and the sub-Antarctic, and a fascinating story about this intelli-

gent, innovative, and adaptable social predator is emerging.

Killer whales have among the richest, most complex , social lives


of any marine mammal. Some populations are made up of kin

groups that are the most stable of any species, marine or terres-

trial. Many of the whales' behaviour patterns, such as foraging

specializations, appear to represent traditions that are passed on

from generation to generation. Killer whales even have vocal


dialects that define their social identity.

Every piece of knowledge that we gain about the killer whale

compels us to learn more and adds to our deepening respect for


this remarkable animal. Yet, just as we have entered this new era .


of compassion and understanding, we are threatening the whales


in new, insidious ways. Pollution, over-fishing, and industrializa-

tion are all having an impact on the whales' habitat, and these

pressures are increasing steadily. A recent decline in the southern

community of resident killer whales in British Columbia and

Washington may be an early indication of these impacts. Only

through awareness, understanding, and commitment - both

within the public and scientific communities - can we succeed at

preserving the whales' habitat and their future.
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The following secti011 was writtel1 by the late Dr. Michael Bigg for


our original catalogue, published in 1987. We have included it

here, with 0111)' 111inor updating, as it best describes the Izistory o f

killer whale research ill British Columbia and Washillgt01I,


he study began in 1970. At that time, biologists in British

Columbia and Washington State were faced with an urgent

request. Fisheries managers and the public were concerned

about the live-capturing of killer whales for aquaria. The

commercial netting of these whales had begun in J 965 and

grown rapidly. The questions posed concerned whether

the removals were endangering the local killer whale popula-

tion and what restrictions should be introduced if more whales


were to be taken. This required knowing how many killer whales


were in the region; whether.the whales taken in Washington

State were from the same stock as those taken in British

Columbia; what the productivity of the population was; and

whether the removal of one particular age or sex was detri-

mental to productivity. Little was known about these topics,

and no method of data collection ex isted to obtain the answers.


We initiated field studies in 1971 by organizing a public

sighting program to find out the approx imate numbers of

killer whales and where these whales could reliably be found.

Questionnaires were sent to lighthouses, ferries, fishery patrol

boats, tugs, fishermen, and other individuals who lived or

worked along the coast of British Columbia. The method usu-

ally involves collecting sightings year-round. However, we


modified it to take into account the problem of duplicate

sightings of the same individuals seen at different locations.

We asked sighters to watch on only a few specific days. A total

of three censuses were conducted on 26 July 1971, 1-3 August

1972, and 1-2 August 1973, and 15,000 questionnaires were


distributed for each. From the 500 or so returns each year, we


estimated the population in British Columbia and Washington

State at roughly 200-350 whales. This number was much lower

than the many hundreds, and even thousands, that most peo-

ple thought were present. The questionnaires in 1971-73 also


indicated that western Johnstone Strait was the best location to

study the species in British Columbia. Sighters reported that

the whales could be found there during most days in summer.

For the 1972 field season, we went to Johnstone Strait dur-

ing early August to observe the whales for ourselves. Killer
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whales were seen every day as expected, and we followed them

around by boat, taking many photographs. The pictures

revealed several individuals with distinctive nicks and gouges on

their dorsal fins. This provided us with natural identification

tags. If we could find these whales again, we would be able to


learn about their daily lives.


We gambled that we could relocate the "tagged" whales and

chartered two boats for studies in Johnstone Strait during

August 1973. Within a few days we had found them, but more

important, we found that many other individuals were also rec-

ognizable by their unique natural markings. The dorsal fin and

the saddle patch, which is located at the base of the fin, varied in

shape and often bore scars, indentations, and a wide variety of

nicks and gouges. We had now discovered a method to study

kil!er whales and could begin documenting the life histories of

many individuals. With time we would be able to answer the

management questions.

The study area ex panded in 1974 to include eastern and

southern Vancouver Island. However, unlike Johnstone Strait,

we had the problem of how to reliably locate the whales on a


daily basis. This was solved by borrowing a technique developed

by the local killer whale netters. We organized a network of vol-

unteer observers to call us whenever they saw killer whales, and

we would then dispatch a boat and crew to find and photograph

the whales.


The first task was to determine the number of killer whales


in the region. To do this, we undertook an intensive census dur-

ing 1-10 August 1974. Boats were stationed at seven strategic

sites - Johnstone Strait, Campbell River, Stuart Island, Comox ,

Vancouver, Active Pass, and Victoria. Newspapers, radios, and

marine broadcast stations were asked to announce that the cen-

sus was in progress and to request that anyone sighting killer


whales should immediately call a central dispatch number. The

system worked well, and we managed to count all the resident

whales qff southern Vancouver Island and most of those off

northern Vancouver Island. During this period we saw no tran-

sient whales, but these are few in number and are seldom seen


(see nex t section).

The study continued to expand over the nex t few years.


Counts were conducted on a year-round basis offeastern  and

southern Vancouver Island. We went to Fitz Hugh Sound in

August 1975, and in 1976 began what has since become an


14 The  De ve lopme n t o f Our S tudy

annual census in Washington State. In August 1978, we searched


the Prince Rupert area. However, the study had clearly become

too large by the late 1 970s to carry out over such a wide area


every year. This forced us to consolidate our efforts at two


main sites, Johnstone Strait in British Columbia and Haro

Strait in Washington State. I t  turns out that Haro Strait, like


Johnstone Strait, has killer whales present almost every day


in summer. All resident whales offBritish Columbia and

Washington State usually visit one of these sites at some time

each summer. Transient whales do not seem to have any partic-

ular site that they visit regularly.


The data-gathering routine has now become standardized.

In Johnstone Strait and other areas on the north coast, we


locate the whales mainly by boat, often with the aid of a


portable hydrophone. Other researchers, whale watchers, and

boaters in the area also help to find them. In Haro Strait, they

are located visually from the Center for Whale Research on

western San Juan Island. Early warning of their approach is


received through a permanent hydrophone. A boat is then dis-

patched to intercept and photograph them. Volunteer sighters

living nearby along the waterfront also report whales.


The minimum information that we try to obtain from an

encounter with a pod is the identity of all individuals present.

We also attempt to determine the sex and travelling compan-

ions of each animal and to make a tape recording of their

vocalizations for studies of the different sounds made by each

pod. Many other kinds of data can be collected, such as travel

routes, group mix ing, dive times, feeding activities, travel

speeds, time spent on various activities, interactions with fish-

ing operations, and so on.

In addition, we collect recordings from permanent hydro-

phones at Telegraph Cove and other locations, and audiotapes

from other sites, such as at Orcalab on Hanson Island, are

made available to us. From these, we can identify pods from

their dialects. People maintaining the hydrophones often take

photographs of the whales that enable us to identify the indi-

vidual whales that were p r e ~ e n t .  We also receive photographs

taken both by naturalists and the public that are used to estab-

lish pod composition and distribution. We continue to search

for historical photographs and tape recordings to help deter-

mine the ages of individual whales and to identify which pods

were captured for aquaria during the late 1960s and early
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19705. Finally, we frequently ex change findings with the many

researchers working on the species in this regiqn.

We are now able to answer many of the original manage-

ment questions. As a result of the years of data collection from

various localities, information has been compiled on the popu-

lation size, numbers of pods, pod composition, social organi-

zation, genealogy, movement patters, birth and death rates,

feeding habits, breeding cycle, impact that captures for zoos

and aquaria had on productivity of the population, and many

other topics. Although these whales are no longer captured in

British Columbia and Washington State, there are now new

reasons for studying them. The beauty, size, and intelligence of

killer whales makes us want to know more about their life


cycle. With this un!que research opportunity to look into their

world, more can be learned about their society and their adap-

tations to life in the marine ecosystem. Understanding their

biology will help ensure that killer whales will survive

humankind's continuing encroachment.
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ne might expect that after twenty-five years of field


research we would understand all of the important

features of the life history and ecology ofkiller whales


in British Columbia and Washington. This, however,


is far from the case. We and our colleagues have


assembled a considerable amount of detailed informa-

tion on certain aspects of the whales' biology, but answers to


some fundamental questions have eluded us'-Where are the

whales in winter and what is their diet? Who are the fathers of

the calves that we have seen born during the study? In the fol-

lowing sections, we will bring you up to date on what we do

and don't know about the answers to such questions.

Distin ct Population s: Resid en ts, Tran sien ts, an d  Offshores

In the early stages of this study, we became accustomed to

encountering killer whales in groups, or pods, containing 10 to

25 or more whales. These pods displayed certain characteristics

that soon became familiar. Most of the time, individuals were


dispersed singly or in small subgroups over a wide area, mov-

ing in the same direction but surfacing independently. Their

movement patterns were fairly predictable, as was their occur-

rence in certain areas during the summer. Occasionally, how-

ever, small groups of killer whales were encountered that

differed in appearance and behaviour from the larger pods.

Typically the smaller groups contained only two to five whales,

and their patterns of occurrence and movement were erratic.

We found it curious that these small groups never travelled

with the larger pods and speculated that perhaps they were


social outcasts in transit to other locations. For this reason, we


termed the whales found in these small groups transients and

those identified in the large, common pods residents.


Although we still do not fully understand the relationship

between residents and transients, it is now clear that resident

whales do not become transients, or vice versa. Instead, the

two forms of killer whales are fundamentally different in most

aspects of their behaviour, social organization, and ecology.


These differences are so profound that the two forms are


socially and genetically isolated, despite living in the same

waters. One indicator of genetic differences between the two


forms is the shape of the dorsal fin, which tends to be pointed

at the tip in transients and rounded in residents, especially


among mature females (see sidebar, p. 18). Recent DNA
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analyses have confirmed thatresidents and transients are

genetically distinct and do not interbreed, leading to specula-

tion that they are separate subspecies on the evolutionary path

towards becoming distinct species (see sidebar, p. 99). Over

the last decade, we have discovered a third population of killer

whales on the British Columbia coast, which we have provi-

sionally designated as o ff shores. We have only had about forty

encounters with these whales and thus know little about them.

Offshore killer whales are often found in large groups of 30 to

60 individuals and are seldom seen in protected coastal waters.

Most encounters have taken place near the Queen Charlotte

Islands (Haida Gwaii) and 15 or more kilometres off the west


coast of Vancouver Island. Our colleagues in California have


encountered groups of offshores as far south as Los Angeles,


mostly in winter months. AJthough the ranges of residents,

transients, and offshores overlap, they have never been seen to

mix . Genetic studies have recently revealed that offshore

whales are closely related to residents, but they appear to be a


distinct population that spends most of its time on the conti-

nental shelf, probably feeding on fish. I t may be a decade or

longer before we have a clearer picture of their natural history.

As of 1999, the resident killer whale population in British

Columbia and Washington was comprised of about 300


whales. These individuals and the groups to which they belong

are shown in the catalogue portion of this book. Vve are less


sure of the population sizes fOf transients and offshores. About

220 transients have been identified in the coastal waters of

British Columbia, Washington, and southeastern Alaska, but

this may not represent their true population size. Many years


may pass between re-sightings of individual transients, so we


are uncertain about how many of these remain in this area or

are alive today. Also, in most years we photograph several tran-

sients that were previously unidentified in the area (for more

information on transients, see the recent book TrallSiel1ts, listed

in the Bibliography). Similarly, we have little idea of what the

population size for offshore killer whales may be. Up to 1999,


approx imately 200 individuals had been identified, and each

new encounter adds a number of new whales to the total.

Different Lifestyles

The most important difference between residents and transients,

and the one that influences all aspects of their distinctive
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Distinguishing Resident.

Transient. and Offshore

Killer Whales

The dorsal fins of resident.

transient, and offshore killer


whales differ subtly in shape,

especially in adult females.

With a practised eye, it is possi-

ble to determine which form of

whale you are seeing based on

these differences, with the help

of certain other clues. It is


important to note, however,

that the differences described

here are not seen in every indi-

vidual, but are typical of the

majority for each population of

killer whale.

In res idents , the fin tip tends

to be rounded and positioned

over the rear insertion of the

fin to the back. The leading

edge of the fin tends to be

straight or curved slightly back.


Although the fin tip is generally

Dorsal fin has rounded tip, but

usually with sharper angle at

the rear corner

Res ident fin ' '.

Open saddle, often seen in

residents, occasionally in

offshores, but not in any

transients identified to date

rounded, this curve ends in a


rather sharp angle at the rear

corner of the tip. The grey

"saddle patch" at the base of

the fin may be either uniform

in colouration or may contain

various amounts of black - the

latter known as "open sad-

dles." Residents are usually

seen in groups of 6 to 50 or

more and tend to surface at

intervals of no more than 3-4

minutes.

The tip of the dorsal fin in


tran s i en t females is typically

pointed and positioned in the

centre above the front and rear

insertions of the fin. Also, the

midpoint along the leading

edge of the fin sometimes has

a slight bulge: The saddle patch

is typically quite large com-

pared to residents and off-

shores, and open saddles are

not found. Transients usually

travel in groups of 6 or less and

often dive for periods of

5-7 minutes.

Dorsal fin tip generally

pointed

Trans ient fin

Saddle patch large and

uniformly grey
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In most respects, the offshore

form of killer whales appears

more similar to residents than

to transients. The saddle patch

is roughly the same relative size

as that of residents, and open

saddles are occasionally seen.

The dorsal fin also tends to be

rounded, although the shape

of the tip often differs SUbtly.


Rather than ending in a sharp

angle at the rear corner of the

tip, as in residents, the dorsal

fin tends to be continuously

rounded over the entire tip.

Although there are no mea-

surements available, the body

size seems to be somewhat

smaller than that of residents

or transients. Offshores are

usually seen in groups of 25 or

more and have diving charac-

teristics not unlike those o f res-

idents.

Dorsal fin continuously rounded

over tip, usually lacks the sharper

angle at the rear corner

Offshore fin '


Saddle patch either solid grey

or open

lifestyles, is diet. Residents eat predominantly fish, while tran-

sients prefer marine mammal prey. Although we long suspected

that these preferences ex isted for the two forms, accumulating

enough information to confidently describe the details of each


population's feeding habits has taken many years.


In the past, the diet of marine mammals was often studied

by killing the animals and ex amining their stomach contents.

In the case of large whales, this was usually done on the flens-

ing deck of factory whaling ships or at shore-based whaling sta-

tions. For smaller cetaceans or seals and sea lions, the animals

were harpooned, shot, or netted, then dissected. Today, such

techniques are not acceptable, and various non-invasive meth-

ods have been devised to study a species' feeding ecology. In our

study of killer whale diet, we have used two basic approaches:

(1) field observation of predation events, and (2) ex amination

and identification of stomach contents of stranded carcasses.


Whenever we encounter kilier whales, we keep a sharp

lookout for signs of feeding. These can often be subtle - a quick

turn at the surface, or a s'eries of short, shallow dives at a single

location, can indicate that a kill is taking place. On other occa-

sions, feeding involves a chase with rapid acceleration, porpois-

ing clear of the water, or other high-speed maneuvers. When

we see that a kill has likely taken place, we wait until the whale,


or group of whales, has left the site, then approach slowly in

our boat, looking for prey scraps in the water. I f  it is a fish kill,


silvery scales or bits of flesh are often seen floating beneath the

surface. We collect these with a long-handled, fine-mesh net,

and have the scales identified to species by the Fish Aging Lab


at the Pacific Biological Station, Nanaimo, British Columbia.

Other prey remains left behind at kills can be more substantial

-lungs or chunks of blubber floating at the surface, for example,

in the case of marine mammal kills by transient whales.


We often witness what appears to be an attack, but the

potential prey escapes or the whales abandon the animal. In

such cases it is not certain that the killer whales are intent on

killing and eating the prey - they may simply be playing with

the presumed prey rather than attempting to consume it. We


record such events as "harassments," although in most cases


the whales are likely trying to kill and eat the victim.

Stomach contents of dead, stranded whales can yield sub-

stantial amounts of feeding information, but it is rare that we


are able to recover whale carcasses for study. Our records show
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that 167 resident whales have died during the 28 years of our

study, but only 11 of these have been found on shore and

ex amined (most whales disappear over the winter, probably in

remote or offshore waters). Stranded transient whales are simi-

larly rare. When ex amined, stomachs are often empty or con-

tain few remains, but occasionally there is a bounty of bones or

other undigested leftovers. In the stomach of the old female

A9, we found 5 Iitres of fish bones, representing 59 individuals

of 13 different fish species.

Using these techniques, we have documented a total of 22


species of fish and one species of squid in the diet of resident

killer whales. Despite this diversity of species, residents have a


clear preference for salmon prey, at least in nearshore waters

during spring through fall. In field observations of feeding,

96% of fish take was salmon. Six species of salmon have been

identified, with chinook salmon being the most preferred

(65% of the total salmonids taken). Stomach contents also


revealed a preference for chinook salmon, but other fish


species identified included lingcod, halibut, greenling, and var-

iOllS small flatfish. It was somewhat of a surprise to find that

chinook are so prevalent in the diet of residents, considering

their overall low abundance compared to other salmon species.

However, chinook are far larger than other salmonids and have


the highest fat content, which probably make them more desir-

able than other species. There are only a few ex amples of resi-

dent pods attacking seals or porpoises, but these involved

harassments without any clear evidence of the whales actually

eating the animals. Residents are often seen in the vicinity of

other marine mammal species but typically ignore them.

In contrast to residents, we have found that transients feed


almost exclusively 011 marine mammals or seabirds. Transients

have not been observed killing or harassing fish, and no fish


remains have been found in stomachs of stranded transients.

Instead, harbour seals, sea lions, and porpoises, in that order,

are favoured prey of transients, and most other available

marine mammal species are taken as well. Seabirds, while occa-

sionally eaten, are usually harassed as a form of play by juvenile

transients, then released.

The different prey preferences of resident and transient

killer whales dictate different foraging strategies and therefore

different group sizes and structures. The social system of tran-

sients is more fluid than the stable, multi-generation associations
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1. Trallsietlt killer whales call reach


speeds o f over 20 kllots whell chasi11g


prey. This trallsiellt, photographed


at Clratham Point on Vancouver


Island, made severallrigh leaps


through the air while attacking a


Dal/'s porpoise, seeT! as a s11lall burst

o f spray ahead o f the whale.


2. Resident killer whales also show


impressive bursts o f speed while


pursuing salmon prey. Hae , the


male A32 (A 1 pod) is chasing I I

chillook salmon along a rocky


shoreline on the celltral BC coast.
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1. A tralls ie llt whale rams a Ste lle r 

sea lion fr om below. Dur ing such 

attacks , trans ie nts may ralll or s tr ike

the ir pr e y wi th the ir tail fluke s for

an hOllr or mor e before i t is drolVned

and eaten. .


2. A southe r n re s ident whale with a


half-e a te n salmon.
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3. A foraging nor the rn re s ident

male , probably il1 the process o f

catching a salmon, surpr ise s a lone

fis he rman.

of residents. A typical transient group might be comprised of a


mother and two or three offspring, or perhaps of several adult

females of unknown relationship. Some offspring leave their

mother's group as adolescents, often following the birth of a


younger sibling. Adult males often travel alone but may team

up occasionally with other transients to form temporary forag-

ing groups. Adult males are seldom found travelling solely with

other adult males. Residents, on the other hand, tend to live in


stable groups comprised of several related females and their

young. Offspring of both sexes stay with their mother as long

as she is alive, with the result that resident pods are often large


and may simultaneously contain three or four generations.

This social system is very unusual, not only among whales, but

among mammals generally (see "Resident Killer Whale

Societies," pp. 23-27, for more details).

Resident pods specialize on salmon for most of the year,


and the whales' movement patterns coincide with the distribu-

tion and timing of salmon migrations. For example, northern

residents congregate in the western Johnstone Strait area start-

ing in mid-June, when the first salmon begin arriving on their

migration to various rivers and streams, especially the Fraser

River. The whales are very common here until late fall, when

the last salmon runs pass through the area. When foraging for

salmon, resident pods spread out and form a broad front that

sweeps along the narrow coastal passages, often from shore to


shore. They usually forage in a predictable fashion, moving

from one good feeding spot to another. By ex changing under-

water vocalizations, pod members keep in contact and possibly

alert each other to the presence of prey. The whales produce

rapid series of clicks that are used for echolocation of salmon

and for navigation. Once a fish is detected, it is usually cap-

tured and eaten by single individuals, or occasionally a mother

and her young offspring. Living in large pods may benefit each

whale by increasing the overall success rate of locating scattered

salmon. Making a living on salmon undoubtedly requires spe-

cialized knowledge that is passed on from generation to gener-

ation, and a whale's survival is enhanced by staying with its


pod and taking advantage of these behavioural traditions.

Transient whales employ a very different foraging strategy

for their marine mammal prey. Unlike residents, their move-

ments are quite unpredictable. Travelling in small groups, tran-

sients roam widely, entering small coves, bays, and channels in
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search of seals, sea lions, or porpoises. They often dive for


more than five minutes, and occasionally in excess of fifteen


minutes (residents are seldom underwater for more than three

to four minutes at a time). Transients seem to employ a "sneak

attack" technique when hunting. Unlike residents, transient

groups almost always forage in silence, probably to avoid

detection by their acoustically alert mammalian prey. This is


even true for echolocation clicks, which would help locate prey

but would reveal the whales' presence. Instead, the transients

appear to find prey by "passive sonar" -l i s tening tJr the

sounds made by the mammals they are hunting. Transients

only vocalize freely once they are in the process of killing or

eating prey. Members of a transient group will frequently

cooperate to kill a marine mammal, especially the large and

physically powerful sea lions. The tail flukes are first used to

strike and stun the prey, and then it is dro\vned. Once killed,

the mammal is often shared among group members.

How the newly discovered offshore killer whales may fit


into this fish versus mammal diet dichotomy is not yet clear. In

many respects, they resemble residents, and we believe that

they prey on salmon for at least part of the year. They are fre-

quently vocal and use a great deal of echolocation, which sug-

gests that they are primarily fish feeders. Their tendency to


form large groups also point to a piscivorous lifestyle.


However, the possibility that offshores also take marine mam-

mals cannot be ruled out.

Dialects an d  Population  Id en tity

Different killer whale populations can be distinguished by the

kinds of underwater communication sounds they produce.

These vocal variations, known as dialects , can provide impor-

tant clues about the relationships of groups and populations.

Like other toothed whales, killer whales produce a wide variety

of acoustic signals that serve various purposes. Rapid series of

clicks, mentioned earlier, are used as echolocation or sonar sig-

nals for navigation and detection of objects in the whale's sur-

roundings. Other kinds of sounds, mostly whistles and

burst-pulsed signals that resemble squeals, squawks, and

screams, are used for social communication within and

between groups. A large proportion of the social sounds of

killer whales are quite stereotyped and distinctive in structure.

Each group of whales produces a specific number and type of
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these discrete calls, which together form its dialect. The group's

dialect is apparently learned by each individual, probably by

mimicking its mother as a calf. Each pod of resident killer

whales has a unique dialect that can be readily identified by the

trained ear or sound analyzer - some dialects are so distinctive

that even an inex perienced listener can immediately discern

the differences.


I t may well be that dialects are used by the whales as


acoustic indicators of group identity and membership, which

might serve to preserve the integrity and cohesiveness of the

social unit. Whatever their function for the whales, dialects

provide us with insight into the social history of populations.

Within the resident population, pods with related dialects

belong to a cla1l. Each clan is most likely a continuous lineage

that has descended from a common ancestral pod. As pods

grew in size over time, they gradually split into new pods, and

their common dialect drifted apart. This process may have


repeated itselfseveral  times within each lineage, resulting in

the complex systems of pod dialects we see today. Pods with

very similar dialects probably split in the recent past, while

R


S outhe rn

Vocal dialects of resident killer

whale pods provide information

on how communities have evolved

in the past. thi s diagram shows

all 19 resident pods organized

according to the degree of simi-

larity in their repertoires of calls.


Pods with almost identical dialects

are linked with a high index  of

acoustic similarity, and they in


turn are linked to others with less

acoustic similarity. Pods that have

related dialects belong to the

same clan. The four resident clans

thus have no acoustic similarity

and are not linked together.

The degree of dialect similarity

between pods probably indicates

how closely they are related. The

"family tree" shown for each clan

reflects its historical genealogy.
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Newbom killer whales nurse for at

least a year. The millimllm interval


between calves is three years,


althollgh, for some females, a decade


or more may pass between sllccessflll


calves.


others with fewer similarities likely have more distant relation-

ships. Different clans have no dialect features in common and

probably have very ancient links. (Communication and echo-

location of residents are also described in the sidebar on p. 96.)


Dialects of transients are, predictably, very different from

those of residents. Transient dialects are made up of a relatively

small repertoire of 4 to 6 different discrete calls, compared to

the repertoires of 7 to 17 calls that form resident dialects. No


calls are shared by the two types of killer whales. Most signifi-

cantly, all transient groups recorded to date have the same

basic dialect. This homogeneity of calls is probably a reflection

of the fluid social system of transients. Because transient g ~ o u p

membership frequently changes, there is little opportunity for

group-specific sounds to develop within a lineage. The tran-

sient dialect is so widespread and distinctive, it has become

one of the criteria we use to assign newly identified whales to

the transient community.

Killer whales belonging to the offshore population are

highly vocal, and preliminary analysis suggests that they pro-

duce calls unlike any resident or transient. There is even some
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evidence of group-specific dialects within this community, but

much more research is needed to describe them in detail.

Population  Parameters

Detailed documentation of the resident killer whale population

over the past 25 years has provided important information on

the life history of the species. Although most of the statistics

below were obtained from this population, they are probably

representative of transients, offshores, and other populations

as well.


The timing of many events in a killer whale's life is not

unlike that of humans. In most cases, females give birth for the

first time at 14 or 15 years, which is also near the age of repro-

ductive maturity in human females. The youngest female we


have seen with a calf was 11 years old. Studies of breeding in

aquaria indicate that the gestation period is 16 to 17 months.

Single young are usually born, although we have recorded one

possible set of twins. Calves are about 2.5 metres long at birth

and weigh 200 kilograms. For reasons that are not known, the

mortality rate of calves is quite high - over 40% of resident

calves die in their first six months of life. A typical female pro-

duces 4 to 6 surviving offspring over a 25-year period, then

stops breeding. Post-reproductive females may live for an addi-

tional 30 or more years after giving birth for the last time.

The average lifespan of females appears to be about 50 years.


However, from the number and age of offspring and descen-

dants of some old females, we estimate that some may reach

80-90 years of age.


Male killer whales begin maturing at 12 to 14 years of age.


. Over the nex t few years, they grow very quickly and attain

physical maturity at about 20 years. Most males probably reach

a length Of 8 to 9 metres, while females average about 7 metres.

Although we cannot estimate the age of males from the num-

ber of their offspring, we know that some live well into their

40 s and perhaps to 50-60 years of age. Male longevity, however,


typically seems to be less than that of females, averaging about

29 years.
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ue to the abundance and predictability of resident killer


whales in protected coastal waters and as a result of

their unusually stable social system, we have been

able to collect considerably more information about

this population than for transient and offshore

whales. Annual field studies over the past twenty-five

years have enabled us to assemble detailed genealogical histo-

ries for each of the approx imately 300 whales currently inhabit-

ing the coastal waters of British Columbia and Washington. In

this section and the nex t, we describe these resident societies

and present a catalogue containing individual photographs and

names for every whale in the population.

The social lives of resident killer whales are without doubt

as rich and complex  as those of the most advanced land mam-

mals. They live in groups that are tightly organized along lines

of maternal relatedness. The bonds among females and their

offspring are ex tremely strong and persist throughout the

whale's life. I t is this long-term relationship between mother

and offspring that is the most significant feature of resident

societies, and it accounts for the kinds of social structures that

we see in the population.

In this study, relationships among individual whales were


determined from their associations with each other while trav-

elling. However, this technique only allowed us to identify the

maternal lineage, as paternity was unknown. I t seemed unlikely

that males mate with females in their pod, who are closely


. related, and thus we speculated that fathers travel in other

social groups than their offspring. Recent genetic studies indi-

cate that this is indeed the case (see sidebar, p. 99). Travelling


associations were determined by direct field observations as


well as through analysis of photographs. The latter method

involved two techniques. The first consisted of selecting repre-

sentative pictures of several whales and determining the level of

association by the distance between the whales. The second

photographic technique involved the use of over 50,000 photos

collected from 1973 to 1987. A computer program was


designed to evaluate the number of times individuals appeared

together, which resulted in an "index  of association." The

results of each kind of analysis were largely the same.

All ages and both sexes of whales tend to spend the greatest

proportion of their time travelling with their mothers. For its first


year oflife, a nursing calf seldom strays far from its mother's
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side. Then, as a juvenile, it will spend more time interacting

with siblings and whales in other groups but still swims most

frequently close to its mother. As the whale grows older, the

association weakens somewhat, especially for female offspring

once they give birth to their own young. However, the ten-

dency continues well into adulthood, and we have concluded

that a whale will stay primarily in the same social group as its


mother as long as she is alive.


As our study is only twenty-five years old, and whales may

live six ty or more years, it has taken some ex trapolation from

our observations to arrive at such a conclusion. First, numer-

ous offspring that were born early in the study have matured

during the course of our observations. Many of these are females,


which now have their own calves. In all cases, these whales


have continued to travel closely with their mothers. Assuming

that the adult female accompanying each medium- and large-

sized juvenile observed at the beginning of the study was the

mother, then these animals have continued to travel with their

mothers as adults. No changes in close travelling companions

have been observed during the past two-and-a-halfdecades.


Thus, ex tending this logic, we conclude that resident whales


travel primarily with their mothers throughout their lives.


I t was not without some surprise that we came to the real-

ization that resident society is so strongly matrilineal. When

the study began, many speculated that killer whale pods were


the primary breeding units. The mature males in the group

were thought to be the "harem masters;' and they mated with

the pod's cows. The calves and juveniles were therefore their

offspring. This was not an unreasonable assumption, however,


as many social carnivores live in groups with this kind of social

system. But numerous other mammals, including some of the

most socially advanced species, such as primates, live in multi-

generation, matrilineal societies. However, in most ofthese

matrilineal species, offspring, usually just males, disperse from

the group upon reaching maturity and join or form new

groups. This is probably also the case for certain other species


of toothed cetaceans, such as bottlenose dolphins and sperm

whales, which appear to live in matrilineal groups for at least


part of their lives. Dispersal is thought to be primarily a mech-

anism by which the animals prevent excessive inbreeding. We


are not certain how resident killer whales avoid the problem of

inbreeding, but we believe that males will mate with unrelated
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females in other pods, perhaps using dialects as a behavioural

indicator of relatedness. Genetic studies, soon to be completed,

will resolve this question (see sidebar, p. 99).


Defin ition s of Social Structure

The way we define the various levels of social order within resi-

dent societies has evolved over the course of our study. Early in


the research, the basic social and travelling unit of resident

killer whales was considered to be the pod, a cohesive group of

individuals that were always seen to travel together. However,


when pods were first defined and identified in the early 1 970s,

it was during a period of rapid growth in the resident popula-

tion. As pods grew in size through the late 1970s and 1980s,


many gradually split into smaller groups that often travelled

independently. We termed these new social groups subpods,


and these became the basic travelling units for much of the

population. Several of the original pods, however, maintained

their cohesion during this period of expansion and remained

the primary travelling unit for their members.

Over the past decade, it has become increasingly evident to

us that because of the dynamic nature of social affiliations

among resident groups, subpods and pods cannot be clearly


and consistently defined on the basis of their travel patterns.

These patterns can change dramatically within a season as well


as from year to year and decade to decade, likely as a result of

the size and demographics of groups, and possibly ecological


factors. To some ex tent, the definitions of pods and subpods

are artificial in that t h e y depend on arbitrary measures of social


bond strength and time scales.


To improve the consistency of resident group definition, we


have recently begun to define groupings of residents primarily

on the basis of their maternal genealogy, as this reflects the true

social order and is independent of fluctuating affiliations.

Resident societies can be organized into a series of social units,

from small to large, on the basis of these genealogical relation-

ships. The maternal relatedness of the whales diminishes as one

goes from the smallest kin unit, a mother and her offspring,

through increasingly larger units, the matr iline , the pod, and

the clan. The largest grouping, the community, is the only social


grouping defined by travel patterns and not on genealogy or

acoustics. The general features of each of these social levels are


described below.
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Matrilin e.  A matriline is a group of closely related whales

linked by maternal descent. A typical matriline consists of an

older female, or matr iarch, and her male and female descen-

dants. The matriarch's daughters may be of reproductive age


and have young of their own. Because of the long lifespan of

matriarchs, some may actually have granddaughters that have


young of their own, thus some matrilines may contain four

generations. Some matrilines, however, contain only one gen-

eration. This often results when a matriarch dies and leaves


only sons or daughters that have no young of their own (e.g.,


A36 matriline, p. 49). Because matrilines are highly cohesive


and rarely separate for any significant length of time, the

groupings are in most cases the same as those previously

referred to as subpods.

Pod .  A pod is a group of related matrilines that likely share a


common maternal ancestor in the recent past. Matrilines

within pods are thus more closely related to one another than

to matrilines in other pods. Pods in the resident population of

British Columbia and Washington were identified and named

in the 1970s, primarily on the basis of travelling pattern. Some

pods are still highly cohesive today (e.g., B land J l pods) and

their matrilines are typically seen together. Others have grown

over time and are less cohesive than in the past, and their

matrilines now regularly travel apart. However, these matri-

lines still tend to travel more often with others from their pod

than with matrilines from different pods. Over three-quarters

of pods are comprised of 1-3 matrilines. One pod, Ll, is by far


the largest in the population, with 12 matrilines. Pods tend to

have dialects that are distinctive and thus can readily be identi-

fied acoustically.


Clan. The clan is the nex t level of social structure above the

pod, and it is defined by the acoustic behaviour of pods. I t is


comprised of pods that have similar vocal dialects. All pods

within a clan have most likely descended from a common

ancestral pod through a process of growth and fragmentation

along matrilines. Thus, the related dialects of clan members

seem to be a vocal reflection of the common matrilineal her-

itage of the pods. Those pods with very similar dialects are


pr obably more closely related, and have split more recently,


than those with more different features in their dialects. We


have no idea how different clans may be related as they have no
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dialect features in common. It may be that clans are linked

through a common maternal ancestor, but one that is more

ancient than that linking pods within clans. Alternatively, per-

haps each clan represents a separate lineage that, through an

ancestral founding matriline, independently colonized this sec-

tion of the northeastern Pacific.


I t is interesting that we often see little indication of the


relatedness of pods, as determined from dialects, in their travel


associations. Some pods will frequently swim with distantly

related groups in preference to their close acoustical relatives.


Pods choose different travel associates at different times, based

probably on social factors, such as age and sex composition.

Dialects are very stable over time, however, and appear to bet-

ter indicate pod genealogies than do associations.

Commun ity.  The top level of social structure is the community,

which is made up of pods that regularly associate with one

another. The community is thus defined by association patterns

rather than maternal genealogy or acoustic similarity. Pods


from one community have rarely or never been seen to travel


with those from another, although their ranges may partly

overlap. There are two resident communities in coastal waters


of British Columbia and Washington: the northern and the

southern communities. The northern community ranges


through coastal waters from roughly the midpoint of

Vancouver Island north to southeastern Alaska, as well as


around the Queen Charlotte Islands. The range of the southern

community includes waters off the southern half of Vancouver

Island and Puget Sound, and unknown areas offshore. At last


count, the northern community was composed of 16 pods with

a total of 216 whales (1998), and the southern had 3 pods with

83 whales (1999). The northern community contains 3 clans


and the southern community a single clan. Whales from these

two communities have never been seen to mix , although their

known ranges overlap. The northern ex tent of the range of the

northern community overlaps with the southern part of the

range of another community of Alaskan residents. Pods from

these two communities have been observed to travel together in

this area of overlap in southeastern Alaska, but it does not seem

to take place very frequently.

I t is important to note that the social structure of residents

is not static. The process of change may be a slow one, but it is
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constantly under way nonetheless. The resident population has

grown at a rate of2-30/0 per year during our study, and mathe-

matical models tell us that it has probably done so since the

1960s. The northern community, for ex ample, has grown from

about 129 in 1975 to an estimated 216 in 1998. As pods

defined in the 1970s grew in size, many split into independent

matrilines that mostly travel apart today. These splits took

place very gradually. Some pods (e.g., pod AI) contain matri-

lines that spent the majority of their time together in the

1970s, but gradually spent more and more time apart through

the 1980s, and now are seen separately more often than

together. However, they still tend to associate more with one

another than with matrilines from different pods. The death of

an old, post-reproductive cow - the matriarch of the group-

can destabilize her matriline and trigger the beginning of the

splitting process. An ex ample of this effect can be seen in the

A l l and A24 matrilines, which always travelled together with

their mother, AlD, until her death in 1983. In 1986, the two


matrilines began to be seen travelling apart, albeit rarely, but

the splitting process continued and in the past few years it has

become a regular occurrence. Not all pods grow and split along
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matrilines, however. Ifa pod has few or no reproductive females,


its size may only just be maintained, it may decline, or it may

die out altogether (e.g., WI pod, p. 83). There are indications

that the growth rate of the resident population in British

Columbia and Washington is beginning to slow, and the com-

munities may be entering a period of reduced social fission.


There are still a number of important gaps in our under-

standing of resident societies. One of the most puzzling is that

individuals never leave the group into which they are born.

Whales appear to mate outside their matriline or pod, as men-

tioned above, to avoid inbreeding. But who do they choose to

mate with, and who does the choosing - males or females? We


occasionally observe mating in the field, but never with enough

confidence to predict when a female will give birth or WflO the

calf's father might be. It is likely that dialects - another very

unusual feature of resident cultures - have a role in the mating

system. Perhaps whales choose mating partners that sound dif-

ferent from themselves and are thus not close relatives. Whales

might favour mating partners in different clans, although this is


not an option for the southern community, which consists of a


single clan. The results of Lance Barrett-Lennard's genetic studies

(see sidebar, p. 99) will finally shed light on the mysteries of

paternity and mating systems in resident societies.


Another question that we often ask about resident social


organization is simple but difficult to answer: What determines

group size and stability? Most likely the answer lies in a combi-

nation of social and ecological factors. During the summer-

time peak of salmon migration, food is abundant for residents,

enabling them to form large aggregations, often termed supe r -

pods . These large temporary groups probably form for social


reasons, such as mating. During leaner times, as in winter, the

whales spend more time foraging, and matrilines are more

likely to travel independently. But why are some pods several


times the size of others, and why do some pods fragment into

independent matrilines while others rarely or never do so?


These kinds of variations are probably determined by the age


and sex composition of the group, which in turn int1uences


social dynamics. The numbers of matriarchs, mature males, or

young whales may all play some role in determining the social

patterns of the pod. For ex ample, we have noticed that matri-

lines containing more than the average proportion of mature

males are more independent in their travelling patterns than
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fieldwork to resolve.


How typical ofkilJer whales around the world is the social

organization of our resident population? I t is only in the last

few years that it has been possible to shed some light on this

question. Since the mid-1980s, photo-identification studies

have been undertaken in Alaska, and the social structure seen

there,is very familiar. Between southeastern Alaska and the

Prince William Sound region, there is a large community of

resident, salmon-eating pods that are each composed of matri-

lines. Pods from this community have been seen on several

occasions to travel with northern resident pods from British

Columbia when the latter venture into southeastern Alaska. In

Norway, colleagues have recently conducted similar research on

a population of herring-eating killer whales, and resident-like,

matrilineal social structures seem to be the rule. Killer whales

that have been studied by photo-identification in the sub-

Antarctic Crozet Islands and Argentina are primarily mammal-

hunters and have a lifestyle and social structure more typical of

transients. I t appears that resident-type societies may only

occur in areas where there are abundant and reliable food

resources, sllch as salmon or herring, and where there is an

advantage for whales to remain in the same group for life.
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atching killer whales in the wild in British

Columbia and Washington has developed into

a popular recreational activity over the past two


decades. Nothing quite matches the thrill of

witnessing a resident pod cutting through the

waters ofJohnstone Strait in pursuit of salmon,

or seeing a transient group combing the kelp beds in their hunt

for seals. Listening to a pod's strident underwater calls as the

whales keep in touch in their own dialect enhances this fasci-

nating experience. There are two principal ways to view killer


whales in the wild: from land and from boats.

Lan d -Based  Whale Watchin g

The whales can be seen from land anywhere along the coast,


but there are few sites that offer a good opportunity to see them

with some certainty. At present, the most reliable and accessible


site for public viewing from land is Lime Kiln State Whale

Watch Park, located on the west side of San Juan island, over-

looking Haro Strait. This park was established in 1984 by the

Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission for the

purpose of watching killer whales and has become very popu-

lar. In 1999, the whale watch park had an estimated 190,000


visitors. Southern resident pods can be seen there on most days


during summer, often at close range.

Most of the range of the northern resident community is


accessible only by boat. However, there are plans to soon

develop a trail from Telegraph Cove east along the Vancouver

Island shoreline that will provide good opportunities for view-

ing whales in western Johnstone Strait. I t is also hoped that a


land-based whale-watching site will be developed near the

Robson Bight (Michael Bigg) Ecological Reserve, which people

could access by shuttle water-tax i. As interest in whale watching

continues to grow, viewing from shore may be an excellent way


to accommodate large numbers of people without adding to


vessel congestion around the whales.


Vessel-Based  Whale Watchin g

Whale watching can be done from all types and sizes of vessels,


both private and commercial. Many people choose to take one

of many tour boats that offer killer whale watching. There are

a variety of day-long or half-day ex cursions operating through

the summer months in Haro and Johnstone Straits. Some
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commercial tour operators also offer longer trips by kayak or

sailboat. We recommend that, whenever possible, people choose

a whale-watch operator belonging to an association having guide-

lines or a code of conduct to minimize disturbance to whales.


In the c ~ r e  area of the southern resident community, accredited

whale-watch companies belong to the Whale Watch Operators

Association Northwest. Some people prefer to view whales from


their own boat or one they have chartered. Sea kayaks are an


economical option, and these can be easily rented and transported

by car to good whale-watching areas. Sailboats and motor ves-

sels are also popular. Whale watchers using their own vessels


should be aware that it is against the law to disturb whales and

other marine mammals and are urged to follow the guidelines

set forth in "How to Behave around Killer Whales" (p. 57).


In terpretin g Whale Activities an d  Behaviours

Like all social mammals, killer whales exhibit a wide variety of

behaviours as they go about their daily lives. Unlike their ter-

restrial counterparts, however, these marine mammals spend

the majority of their time underwater and thus out of sight of

vessel- or shore-based observers. For this reason, we must infer

much of the whales' behaviour from relatively short: glimpses at

the surface and by eavesdropping with underwater hydrophones.

Until such time as technology enables us to view wild whales

as they swim underwater, the details of their subsurface behav-

iours are left to the observer's imagination.

The activities of resident killer whale groups fall into four

rather broad categories: foraging, travelling, resting, and social-

izing. Although members of matrilines or pods tend to coordi-

nate their activities, these categories are not entirely exclusive.


Some whales in a group may be foraging, for example, while


others nearby are socializing or resting. Within specific activity

states, the whales tend to exhibit characteristic surface behav-

iours, but again these are not exclusive. Some b'ehaviours, such

as tail slapping, may be observed during all four activity cate-

gories. In the following section, we describe each activity state

and the kinds of group and individual behaviours that one typ-

ically sees. I t  should be noted that our knowledge of whale

activities is based mostly on observations in daylight hours

during the months of May through November. We believe that

whales behave similarly during the hours of darkness, but their

activities during winter are very poorly understood.
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Foragin g.  The most common activity of resident killer _whales


is foraging. This activity includes all occasions where the

whales are feeding or appear to be searching for food. When

foraging, members of pods spread out, often over areas of sev-

eral square kilometres, with individuals or small subgroups

diving and surfacing independently while swimming generally

in the same direction. The whales often move forward in a


loosely organized broad front, as if they are sweeping an area

for fish. In narrow passages, such as Johnstone Strait, some

individuals can often be found close to the shore on each side


of the strait, while others, especially mature males, swim out

in the channel. Foraging whales typically make 2-3 short,

shallow dives, followed by a longer dive of 1-3 minutes. The

whales produce underwater vocalizations frequently during

foraging, presumably to keep group members in touch with

one another.

The amount of time killer whale groups engage in foraging

can vary widely. In areas or at times of the year when salmon

are relatively scarce, the whales may spend entire days foraging.

During the peak of salmon abundance in Johnstone or Haro

Straits, however, bouts of foraging may only last two or three

hours before the whales begin a different activity. During the

summer, resident killer whales in Johnstone Strait spend about

65% of their time foraging. Visual signs of successful fish cap-

ture are often subtle, such as a whale briefly changing direction

or making a slight lunge at the surface. Sometimes, however, an


individual makes a spectacular dash through the water, culmi-

nating in an explosion of spray as it captures its prey. Usually


the only evidence of a kill is a few scales or bits of flesh drifting

in the water. Whenever possible, we collect such remains and

use them to identify the species involved. Almost all resident

kills we have documented were of salmon and included all six


species found on the coast.


Travellin g.  A group of whales is considered to be travelling

when it is swimming consistently in one direction at a moder-

ate to fast pace, usually in a relatively tight formation, and

there is no sign of feeding. Travelling whales tend to move at

speeds of 5 knots or more, compared to the more leisurely pace

of2-3 knots exhibited during foraging. I t  is not uncommon for


a rapidly travelling group to surface and dive in unison, or

for individuals to clear the watel:'s surface as they come up to
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breathe. Travelling seems to be simply a means of transiting an


area, perhaps to move from one good feeding spot to another.

In western Johnstone Strait, travelling activity is fairly uncom-

mon, apparently because the foraging routine of the whales in


the area is confined to a small area. Travelling is more often

observed among southern resident whales than northern resi-

dents. At most times, travelling whales are highly vocal, but

occasionally a group will travel in silence.


Restin g.  Following a bout of foraging, members of killer whale

pods and matrilines often get together and begin resting. This

activity, the whales' version of sleep, is quite distinctive and eas-

ily recognizable at the surface. The whales typically group

tightly together abreast, forming a line of animals that dives


and surfaces as a cohesive unit. The arrangement of individuals

in a resting line is usually determined by genealogy. Offspring

tend to cluster around their mother, often appearing to be in


physical contact, and surface for air in a characteristic

sequence. I f  many whales are present, they group according to


the appropriate matriline or pod. At such times, there may be

several resting lines in close prox imity.

When resting, whales slow down and usually become very

quiet underwater. Dives and surfacings become highly regular;

the group has several short, shallow surfacings over a period of

2-3 minutes, then dives for 3-5 minutes. Forward progression

of the group continues, albeit at a slow pace of 1-2 knots or less.


Episodes of resting may last from less than an hour to more

than 7 hours, with an average duration of about 2 hours. During

the summer months, when most behavioural data have been

recorded, resident whales spend about 13% of their time resting.

Socializin g.  The fourth activity category of residents, socializing,


includes a great variety of physical interactions and displays


among individuals. An entire g r o ~ l p  of whales can be simulta-

neously involved in socializing, or only a few individuals may

socialize while others forage or rest. Behaviours seen during

socializing episodes include sexual interactions, often among

all-male subgroups, and various aerial displays, such as breach-

ing, spyhopping, tail slapping, and flipper slapping. Whales

often chase one another, or roll and thrash together at the sur-

face. Individuals may also interact with inanimate objects,

such as floating kelp, and will occasionally surf in the wake of

L
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passing boats. Socializing behaviours are often most common

and vigorous among juvenile whales and seem to represent a


form of play.


Periods of socializing activity last about two hours on aver-

age and account for approx imately 15% of the whale's time

during the summer months. Socializing whales often group

together and dive for long periods, not unlike the patterns seen


during resting activity. However, in addition to the increased

levels of excitement, socializing whales tend to be far more

vocal than resting whales. The types of vocalizations produced

during socializing tend to differ quite markedly from those of

foraging or travelling whales. Unlike the repetitive stereotyped

calls used in the latter contex ts, socializing whales employ a


wide range of highly variable squeaks, squawks, and whistles.


Although the functions of these unusual signals are not known,

they probably serve an important social role when used in con-

junction with physical and visual displays during socializing.

One particularly unusual form of socializing activity is


beach rubbing. This behaviour takes place only among north-

ern resident whales - the southern residents have never been

seen to rub on any beach, nor have transient killer whales . .

Although several beaches in the range of the northern residents 

are known to serve as occasional rubbing sites, the behaviour is 

most common and regular at a series of small beaches within 

the Robson Bight (Michael Bigg) Ecological Reserve in 

Johnstone Strait. The whales may visit these beaches several 

times in a 24-hour period, where they rub their bodies on the 

small, smooth pebbles for up to an hour or more. Most evi- 

dence points to'beach rubbing being a social or recreational 

behaviour, although it may also have some practical applica- 

tion, such as being a way of removing ex ternal parasites.

Rubbing is usually exhibited in the contex t of other socializing 

behaviours or resting and probably represents a behavioural 

tradition that has developed over generations within the north- 

ern resident community but not among the southern residents. 

If some form of ex ternal parasite is involved, presumably this is . 

not a probletn in the southern community. 

Although southern resident whales do not appear to rub, 

they have social traditions that differ somewhat from northern 

residents. When socializing, for example, southern residents 

appear to exhibit more vigorous and frequent aerial displays, 

such as breaches, than do northern residents. Also:, when 
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southern resident pods meet after a separation of a day or two,


they often engage in a distinctive behaviour referred to as a


"greeting ceremony." As two pods approach each other, they

form two lines and stop at the surface when 10 to 50 metres

apart. After less than a minute, the two groups then submerge

and a great deal of social ex citement and vocal activity ensues

as they swim and mill together in tight subgroups. This form of

display has occasionally been seen among the northern resi-

dents, but it is far more common among the southern whales.


Does Watchin g Whales Bother Them?

Many whale enthusiasts are concerned about the potential dis-

turbance to killer whales from whale-watching vessels. This

concern is also shared by whale researchers, many of whom

have tried to objectively assess the impacts of vessels.


Unfortunately, we do not yet have enough clear evidence to

determine whether whale-watching boats and other types of

marine traffic are detrimental to the well-being of the whales.


Disturbance to killer whales from boats can potentially

come in many different forms, some of which are very difficult

to measure. The sudden approach of a boat can startle a whale


Killer whales occasionally play


with kelp by draping it over their


dorsal fill or lifting it ill the ait

with their tail flukes,
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or cause short-term disruption of a pod's activities. Typically,


the whales seem to recover quickly from such isolated incidents

and do not reveal any lasting effect. However, ifdisruptive

encounters take place repeatedly - and they do at certain times

in some areas - it seems likely that there will be a cumulative,

negative impact. lfwhales are followed by a number of boats,

hour after hour, or have to negotiate a fleet of vessels in their

path, this will probably lead to some form of stress. Vessel traffic

generates much underwater noise, which may affect the whales'

ability to hear the communication sounds of distant compan-
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ions or perhaps limits their ability to navigate and find food by

echolocation.

Iflong-term effects of vessels ex ist, they have eluded detec-

tion by researchers. Resident killer whales have long frequented

waterways that are busy with marine traffic, and they seem to

have adapted to the underwa.ter noise and commotion.

Although survey effort has varied over the years, resident

whales appear to use the core areas of Johnstone and Haro

Straits about as much now as they did twenty-five years ago,


despite steady increases in the amount of whale-oriented boat

activity. There are variations in whale presence in these areas

from year to year, but these may well be in response to fluctu-

ating abundance and distribution of salmon rather than vessel


avoidance. However, we must be vigilant and continue to

closely monitor whale occurrence and behaviour in order to

detect any signs of possible disturbance. At the same time, it is


important that we act in a cautious manner when viewing or

studying whales, and that we manage our activitieS"Conserva-

tively. Research has confirmed that northern residents are par-

ti cularly sens i tive to hum an  activi ties at thei r trad i ti onal

rubbing beaches in the Robson Bight (Michael Bigg)


Ecological Reserve in Johnstone Strait, and for this reason the

area is off-limits to whale watchers and researchers without a


special permit (see sidebar, p. 57).


For most people interested in viewing killer whales in the

wild, we recommend that they choose an accredited commer-

cial tour ex cursion, ifone is available in the area (see sidebar,

p. 53). The operators of these vessels are generally very familiar

with the whales and their habits and are careful not to

approach them in a'manner that might cause disturbance.

Most also carry underwater hydrophones for listening in on

the whales' vocal exchanges. Watching whales in the coastal

waters of British Columbia and Washington is a wonderful

experience, yet it i sa privilege that we should not abuse. Done

properly, future generations will also be able to witness these

remarkable animals in their natural habitat.
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Reside11t whales exhibit a variety


of behaviours while ul1dertakil1g


their daily activities. Beach rub-

bing (left) is a C0111111011 behaviour


of northem residents, especially


at certail1 pebble beaches il1 the


Robsol1 Bight (Michael Bigg) Eco-

logical Reserve, but it is 1I0t


observed among southem resi-

dents. Speed swimmillg (upper


right) is often seen when whales


are travelli1lg quickly fro 111 aile '


feeding loeatioll to allother. Most


o f the time, however, whales swim


at a more sedate pace while forag-

il1g (lower right). 
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When resting, members o f pods or


matrilines group closely together


and cruise slowly and quietly. The

female A28 rests with her two

probable uncles, A26 and AS

(upper left). A group o f northern


residents lazes at the surface near


the Robson Bight (Michael Bigg)


Ecological Reserve in Johnstone


Strait (right). As whales begin


"waking up" from a period Of rest- .


ing, they often exhibit aerial


behaviours such as flipper slap-

ping, where an individual raises its


pectoral flipper above the surface


and strikes itforcefully on the


water (lower left). Flipper slaps


make a loud sound that can carry


for up to a kilometre underwater.


As with other aerial displays, the


function o f this behaviour is not

certain.
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While travelling at high speed,


killer whales ofte11 begin exhaling


before swiacing (left). When

swimming at regular speeds, how-

CJlcr, they exhale at.the swface ,


creatil1g the plume o f fine mis t

typical o fa blow (right). A breach


(lower right) occurs whel! a whale


leaps out o f the watel; exposil1g


two-thirds or more o f its body.


Breaches 111a), take p'/ace at all)'


time whell a group is active and

are exhibited by all age classes.


The flll1ctiol1 o f breaches is 1 1 0t

clear, but it probably varies with

cach situation.
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hat follows is an overview of the social compo-

sition of the resident killer whales of the north-

ern and southern communities and of the

methods used to identify the groups in the

field. An identification photograph of each

whale is presented, along with the individual's

known or estimated year of birth, and its sex, again where

known. The whales are arranged accordil1g to their position in

their matriline, pod, clan, and community. First, however, it

is important to have some background on how whales and the

various levels of social structure are named, as well as on the

technique of individual identification.

The Namin g System

The naming system we use to define social groupings of resi-

dent killer whales has evolved over the course of our research.


As our understanding of the structure of resident society

improved, we realized that a naming system based on genealogy


of individuals and groups is more appropriate and useful than

our initial system based on social associations or travel patterns.

This transition to a genealogy-based naming system is almost

complete, although some remnants of the earlier system have


been retained for continuity in our catalogues.

Early in the study, consistent travelling groups of individuals

were defined as pods. These were thought to be the basic social


unit of resident killer whales. The plan was to assign the same

letter to each whale within a pod and then to give each individ-

ual whale a number. The following is an historical account of

the identification of the first pod, which will explain some of

the system's idiosyncrasies. "


The first whale recognized was called AI, and because she was


so well marked her pod was called Al pod. As chance would have


it, during our first encounters with her pod, we did not realize


that the pod actually consisted of three pods that just happened

to be travelling together, and we erroneously considered all of the

whales to be members of her pod. When we discovered our error,


it was too late to change the names of the whales in the other

two pods. We simply split Ai's group into three pods and called


each new pod after its most distinctive member, which in two


cases were mature males. The resulting pods were AI, A4, and

AS. Each whale in the three pods has the prefix "P\.' in its name

and is numbered according to the order in which it was identified.
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Diffe rences in the appearance o f

the dorsal fin and saddle patch are


llsed to recognize individuals . A n

identification photo o f the female

A51 is shown here, along with the

feature s tha t make he r dis tinctive .

The fir s t re s ident kille r whale to be


identified fr om markings on the

dorsal fin was the oldfemale ,  A I ,

who died in 1974. Known as


" Stubbs ,"  this whale had sus tained

major damage to he r dorsal fin,

pro'bablyfr om  a collis ion with a


ship's prope lle r (see sidebar, p. 66),


Although A l  was easy to ide n t i fy

visually, the major i ty o f whale s

have less dis tinct markings , a nd a


good photograph or close e xamina -

tion with binoculars is Ileeded for a


pos itive identification.
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Similar situations arose several times in naming other pods.

An important consequence of this naming system is that no

significance with respect to genealogy or travel patterns should

be given to the fact that pods have the same letter designation.

For example, I I I and 131 pods belong to a different clan than

11,12, or 118 pods, and are probably only distantly related.

These pods all share the letter "I" simply because they hap-

pened to be together when first photo-identified. Also, some

pods were named after whales that have since died.


As the study continued into the 1980s, the resident commu-

nities continued to grow in size, and many of the initially des-

ignate,d pods began to gradually fragment into smaller groups,

which we called subpods. During this same period, we came to

realize that resident society is strongly structured by matrilin-

eal descent. In recognition of this structure, we began to name

subpods consistently after the senior matriarch in the group,

who may be an old, post-reproductive grandmother or a


breeding female, rather than after the most distinctive individ-

ual in the group. More recently, we have changed our defini-

tions of social groups to further reflect the genealogical

relationships of individuals, which better represent the true

social organization of the population than do highly variable

travelling patterns (see "Definitions of Social Structure," p. 24,


for more details). As a result, pods are now subdivided accord-

ing to the matrilines that comprise them. Most pods contain

between one and five matrilines, except for the unusually large

Ll pod, which contains 12 matrilines.

Matrilines are named first after the senior living matriarch

of the group. Thus, as an example, the matriarch A l l , her sons

and daughters and grandsons and granddaughters, all belong

to the A l l matriline. When reference is made to specific repro-

ductive daughters in the matriline, and their offspring, these

"submatrilines" are identified with the grandmother and mother's

name. Thus, A35, daughter of A l l , and A35's offspring are

referred to as the AII-A35 matriline. Upon death of the senior

matriarch, her name is dropped from the descendant matriline's

name, unless sons or non-reproductive daughters of the matri-

arch survive, in which case the original matriarch's identity is


retained in the matriline's name. Once these individuals are dead,


the original matriarch's name is retired from the catalogue.

Clans are named according to the first alphabetical designa-

tion of a member pod, hence the A, G, R, and J clans.
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How Whales Are Identi fied

As explained earlier, whales are identified individually from unique

markings on their dorsal fin and the grey saddle patch at the

base of the fin. Other features can also be used, such as the eye


patch, but these are not as visible to the surface observer. The

markings on the dorsal fin and saddle patch are documented by

a high-quality black-and-white photograph, normally of the left

side of the whale. The two sides often vary slightly in appearance,

but, on occasion, one side is completely different. We arbitrar-

ily chose the left side to simplify and standardize the system.

The unique characteristics of the dorsal fin are its shape,

size, and scars. The scars are the result of injuries and are seen

as gouges, nicks, and indentations, most of which are located

along the rear edge of the fin. These injuries are permanent

markings. The saddle patch, particularly its upper half, often

has a unique shape. The shape does not change and its scarring

and blemishes are frequently permanent. The location of the

saddle patch relative to the ridge of the back and the detail of

the edge of the pigmentation is also important.

We developed this recognition process over approx imately

ten years, and we can now distinguish many individuals on

sight. However, we still rely mainly on photographs for identi-

fication, especially for whales with indistinct markings. The

ability to recognize individuals develops with ex perience and

can be classified according to three stages:

Easy. The easiest whales to recognize are those with prominent

injuries to their dorsal fin. Such injuries consist of the splitting

and curling of the tip of the fin (e.g., C9, p. 58; H4, p. 62), or

tears (e.g., CIO, p. 59). Spotting these features still requires

observers to spend time looking at each whale to see the range

of possible fin appearances. Some whales have prominent fin


injuries that are quite similar to those of other individuals, and

care must be taken not to confuse them. Ex amples of similarly

appearing whales are CIO (p. 59) and D9 (p. 61), or C9 (p. 58)

and G I l (p. 70). Saddle-patch shape and details can help dis-

tinguish individuals with similar fin injuries. Once recognized,

a well-marked whale can be readily distinguished. Most people

will be content to reach this level.


Difficult. The majori ty of whales can only be identified by the

ex amination of sniall injuries (e.g., G3, p. 68; K7, p. 86), or an

unusually shaped saddle patch (e.g., A42, p. 54; LI l , p. 88).
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Sometimes there are fairly noticeable scars on the saddle patch

(e.g., A23, p. 55). Close ex amination of whales using binocu-

lars or good photographs is required to identify these animals.

Again, saddle-patch shape can help to confirm identity. Many

southern resident whales have very distinctive saddle patches.

Challenging. The most difficult group to identify consists of

those whales with no obvious distinguishing marks. The subtle

features of dorsal fin and saddle patch shape are used, and a


very good p ~ o t o g r a p h  is usually needed. Most small juveniles

fit into this category. Fortunately, resident whales travel in

established matril ines and some individuals can be recognized

by identifying their companions. This is especially useful for

juveniles, which travel very closely with their mothers. Their

identities can be tentatively determined from these associa-

tions, then confirmed from photographs.

Catalogue Organization

Identification photographs of individual whales are arranged

by known or assumed genealogical relationships. Typically, the

oldest whale - the matriarch - in the matril ineal group is


placed at the top of the page, and her offspring are positioned

below her in order of increasing age from left to right. Below

these, third- and fourth-generation offspring, when present,

are arranged in the same manner. The catalogue includes pho-

tographs of all whales known or, in a few cases, believed to be

alive in 1999. Also shown on each catalogue page is a schematic

family tree for the matril ine(s), which includes whales that

_ died during the study.

To assist in whale identification, we have prepared pho-

tographs in three size categories that reflect the body size of

individuals:


Calves and small juveniles (height of photograph = 3.5 cm).

This category includes young whales 1-3 years of age (born

1997-99). These small individuals are often difficult to photo-

graph and are usually indistinctly marked.

Older juveniles and adul t females (height of photograph = 


4.5 cm). All whales born in 1996 or earlier, ex cept adult males,

are included in this category . .

Adult males (height of photograph = 6.5 cm). The dorsal fin


of males grows rapidly at the onset of puberty, usually around
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13-15 years of age, and reaches a height of almost 2 metres a't


maturity. This category includes males whose fin is part way


thro·ugh this growth spurt or has reached full height.

Lines linking whales in matrilineal groups are of three

types, which reflect different levels of certainty in genealogical

assignment:

Positive ( - - - ) .  A solid line indicates relationships that we


consider to be certain. Most whales born during the study

(1973 or later) are linked in this way to their mothers.

Probable (. .......,...) . Whales born prior to the start of the study,

but still juveniles when first seen, are linked with a closely dot-

ted line to the whale that is most likely their mother. Although

the adult female with which it was closely associated was


assumed to be its mother, the real mother may have died before

the study began, and the juvenile may have formed a bond with

another adult female.


Possible ( . . . . . .  ). A line of widely spaced dots is used to indi-

cate the maternal relationship of a whale that was an adult when

first seen. Although the association appears to be a strong bond

and likely represents kinship, the actual lineage is the least cer-

tain. There is a real possibility that the actual mother may have


died or that the travel association with the presumed mother

may have been formed on some basis other than genealogy.

As the study continues in the future, possible and probable

linkages will gradually be replaced with positive relationships as


old whales die and new whales are born. Of the 299 resident

whales in the population, the mothers of20S (70%) are posi-

tively known. Probable mothers have been identified for 46


whales (15%) and possible mothers for 15 (50/0). Mothers of the

remaining 30 whales (10%) were probably dead at the begin-

ning of the study and thus are unknown.

Sex an d  Years o f Birth an d  Death

Above each whale's photograph in the catalogue we have indi-

cated its sex, where known, 'and its estimated or actpal year of

birth. The sex of mature whales (over about 15 years old) is


easy to determine because of the much larger dorsal fin of

males relative to that of females. Establishing the gender of .


juveniles and calves, however, can be quite difficult. Ifa small
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, 
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whale happens to roll upside down at the surface, and if we are

fortunate enough to get a clear view or photograph of its

underside, its sex can be determined from distinctive pigmen-

tation patterns in the genital area and from the presence of

mammary slits in females. We know the gender of many juve-

niles and calves belonging to common pods because such

opportunities have arisen. More recently, genetic analyses at

the University of British Columbia have determined the sex of

numerous subadult whales from DNA (see sidebar, p. 99).

The year of birth given for whales varies widely in precision.

For individuals born during the study (1973 and onwards),

ages can be considered correct unless noted. About 70% of the

resident whales were born during our study, and this propor-

tion will increase with time. We should point out, however,

that since most whales are born during the late fall to spring

period when little fieldwork is done, we are usually unsure

whether a calfwas  born early in the new year or late in the pre-

vious year. To simplify our analysis, we have standardized all


winter births to 1 January, ex cept for the few cases where we


know a whale was born late in the previous year.


For whales born prior to the beginning of the study, we have

had to use various methods to estimate the year of birth. Those

individuals that were iminature, but not calves of the year when

first identified, were aged by their relative size. Juveniles that

were older when first seen were aged in reference to the year that

they became sex ually mature. These birth dates can be consid-

ered accurate to within ±2 years. Whales that were mature

when identified were aged by indirect methods. For females,

year of birth was estimated from the age oftl1eir offspring and

the average age at which females cease reproduction (around

40 years). These estimates have potential inaccuracies of as


much as ±12 years. For mature males without living mothers, it

was not possible to estimate the year of birth. Instead, their

ages are given as the latest year the whale could have been born

(for more details on age estimation, see papers by Bigg et al.


[1990] and Olesiuk et al. [1990], listed in the Bibliography). As


the proportion of individuals that have been born during our

study increases, the overall accuracy of ages will also improve.

The year of death for whales that have died during the study

is given in the schematic family trees for each matriline included

in the catalogue. Bodies of whales are seldom recovered following

death - the whales simply disappear and are never seen again.
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Most animals disappear sometime between tl1e last slg11tmg ot

the group in late summer or fall and the first encounter the fol-

lowing year, which for most pods or matril ines is after April or

May. Thus, as with winter births, it is not known whether an

animal died late in the previous year or early in the nex t year. In

rare cases with northern resident pods or matrilines, several

years may pass between complete encounters, during which

individuals may disappear. To be consistent, we have standard-

ized the year of death in this catalogue as the last year in which

the individual was seen alive.


Northern  Resid en t Commun ity

The northern resident community is comprised of three clans

A, G, and R, with a total of 16 pods. In 1998, the most recent

year with good census coverage, the community was made up

of 216 whales. The community has grown by over 60% from an

estimated size of 132 whales in 1975.


As mentioned previously, the range of the northern com-

munity includes coastal waters from approx imately the mid-

point of Vancouver Island north to southeastern Alaska.

Members of the community are most commonly seen during

the months of June through October in the area of western

Johnstone Strait and Queen Charlotte Strait, off northeastern

Vancouver Island. I t is in this region that salmon funnel into

narrow channels on their way to spawning rivers, and the

whales congregate here to intercept them. Whale researchers

also tend to congregate in Johnstone Strait during summer,


and, as a result, we know little of the whereabouts of whales

outside of this area and season. Even during the peak of whale

activity in Johnstone Strait in the summer, it is unusual to have

more than 50, and rare to have more than 100, whales present

on any given day. In the winter, northern residents turn up in


Johnstone Strait periodically, but only in small numbers . Thus,

the majority of northern residents are typically located in other

parts of their range throughout the year.


We have observed or received photos of northern residents

at many different locations in their range, but in no area are

they found as predictably as in Johnstone Strait. Sightings have

been made throughout the narrow inside passages of the cen-

tral and northern British Columbia coast, off the west-coast of

Vancouver Island, in the middle of Hecate Strait, around the

Queen Charlotte Islands, and in the Strait of Georgia. The

I Y Ja l c : t

an d  Females

Male and female killer whales can

be distinguished by variations in


the appearance of the pigmenta-

tion in the genital area. Females

(upper photo, p. 44) have dark

spots marking the two mammary

slits, located on either side of the

genital slit, which also usually has

a dark marking. The genital area

is surrounded by a roughly circu-

lar or oval white patch. Males

(lower photo, p. 44) have a more

pronounced dark spot at the gen-

ital slit, lack mammary slits, and

have a more elongated white

patch surrounding the genital slit.


Note the long pectoral flippers of

the adult male which, together

with the large dorsal fin and

downward curled tail flukes, are

sex ual characteristics typical of

mature males.

Male  

Female
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range of northern residents includes many thousands of kilo-

metres of inlets, channels, passes, and straits, much of it very


remote. Perhaps it is not surprising that we know so little

about the year-round distribution patterns of these whales.


Members of each of the three northern resident clans have


been observed in most parts of the community range, indicating

that there is no clan territoriality. Indeed, all 16 northern resi-

dent pods have been observed to travel together at least once,

and most on repeated occasions. However, some pods appear

to prefer certain portions of the range over others. For example,

A l pod (or one or more ofits matrilines) has been recorded in


'the western Johnstone Strait region on over 1,600 occasions over


the past 2S years, but its fellow A-clan member, 118 pod, has been

sighted only 35 times in that area. Only with increased study

effort in remote parts of the range will we have a clearer picture

of distribution patterns at the matriline, pod, or clan level.


The following is a summary of the size and composition ofthe

northern resident clans (as of 1998 census). Further details about

pods and matrilines accompany their identification photographs.

A-Clan. The A-clan is comprised of ten pods, AI, A4, AS, BI,

C l , Dl , HI, II, 12, and !l8, with a total of 108 \vhales. As with

all clans, these pods have dialect similarities, which suggest that

they are part of a single ancestral lineage. Within the c1im, cer-

tain pods are more closely related than others, as shown in the

diagram of A-clan dialect similarity (p. 21). Pods AI, A4, and

AS are fairly closely related to one another, and C l and Dl are


also quite closely related. Pods Il , 12, and Il8 share essentially

the same dialect, although further study may reveal some

group-specific features in their sounds.

The A-clan includes the best-known northern resident pods

as well as the least-known. Pods AI, A4, AS, and C l are the most

common pods in the Johnstone Strait area, having each been ob-

served many hundreds of times during our study. On the other

hand, pods 11 and 118 have been sighted less than 50 times each.


G-Clan. The G-clan contains four pods, GI, G12, I l l , and 131,


with 76 whales in total. G-clan pods are sighted less frequently

than most A-clan pods, but more often than H.-clan pods.

Pods Gland G 12 formerly were considered to be a single pod

but were split into two when it became clear that they spent a


significant amount of time apart. Pod G1 is acoustically quite
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distinct from pods G 12, I l l , and 131. The latter three pods

have very similar dialects and are more difficult to distinguish

acoustically. Members of the G-clan are sighted off the west


coast of Vancouver Island more often than other northern resi-

dent pods. Also, G land G 12 pods tend to frequent the

Johnstone Strait area most often in the late summer and fall.


R-Clan . The R-clan is the smallest clan, containing only 32


members in two pods, R1 and W1. The two have almost identi-

cal dialects, although they can be distinguished from subtle dif-

ferences in call use. Although R-clan pods have been sighted as


far south as the Strait of Georgia, there is some evidence that

they frequent the northern portions of the community range

more often than do other community members.

Southern  Resid en t Commun ity

The southern community is comprised of a single dan, J-dan,

which is made up of three pods, J l, K1, and L1. The population

totalled 83 at the end of 1999, which is 17% higher than its size of

71 when first censused in 1974. Unlike most northern commu-

nity pods, all three southern resident pods were cropped dur-

ing 1967-73 in a live-capture fishery for aquaria. An estimated

47 southern residents, mostly immature whales, were taken

during this period, and this probably hindered growth of the

population when compared to northern residents. The com-

munity reached a peak size of99 in 1995 and has dropped by


16 members since then. Pod Ll, with 46 members, is by far the

largest resident pod. Of the three pods, J l and K1 are more

acoustically related to each other than either is to Ll pod.

The southern resident pods are seen most regularly during the

summer in the protected inshore waters of the Strait of

Georgia and Puget Sound, especially in the vicinity of Haro

Strait, west of San Juan Island, and off the southern tip of

Vancouver Island. Southern residents, especially pods K1 and

Ll, frequently make ex cursions out of Juan de Fuca Strait to


areas offthe west coast of Vancouver Island and Washington.

In these areas, they mingle with commercial trollers on the

offshore banks to catch salmon headed for the Fraser River. In

September and October, aU-three pods can often be found off

the mouth of the Fraser River in the Strait of Georgia, inter-

cepting salmon before they enter the river. During the winter,

J1 is the most common pod sighted in inshore waters, while
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Typical range and travel toutes of soUthern resident pods in


the San JUan Island and Gulf Islands area
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K1 and Ll apparently spend more time in offshore areas.

Bellingham


The overall range of these pods in the winter is unknown. The

carcass of one southern resident, identified as such by genetic

analysis, was found in June 1995 on the west coast of the

Queen Charlotte Islands. Whales from K1 and Ll pods were


recently encountered by our colleague, Nancy Black, in

Monterey Bay, California, on 29 January 2000. This is the first


sighting of residents in waters south of Washington.

The known range of the southern residents overlaps with

that of the northern residents in the waters off both the west,


east, and north coasts of Vancouver Island. For ex ample, both

northern and southern residents have been observed in the


central Strait of Georgia near Nanaimo, offshore of Barkley

Sound on the west coast of Vancouver Island, and in Juan de


Fuca Strait. Pods K1 and Ll often enter the Strait of Georgia

for the first time in the spring by way of Johnstone Strait,

which is the core area of the northern resident community. I t  is


possible that the whales sometimes mix  when they are in these

overlap areas, but they have never been seen to do so.
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A36 Matrilin e

Key


Deceased killer whale with esti-

mated  or kn own  birth d ate an d

d ate of d eath

* possibly d ead

c live captured

Genealogical r elationship:

Positive


Probable

Possible-
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The A36 matriline lost its matriarch,


A36, il1 1997. It llOW COllsists o f ollly


three males, al1d thus will die out il1


time. Since their mother's death,


the three males contillue to travel


together, either all tlleir own or ill


the company o f other A l pod

matrililles, or other nor them C01 1 1 -

11lullity groups. The first kllowll


matriarch ofthis matrilille was the


female A l , kllOWI1 as "Stubbs"


because o f her lopped-off dorsal fill


(see photo o f her all page 42).


Idmtified ill 1971, she was the first


whale l1amed il1 this study.


. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  

I A 3 ~  d' I
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A1 pod was the first group

identified in this study. The

pod's size has not changed

much over the past 26 years -

it had 13 members in 1973 and

16 in 1999. However, its three

matrilines have steadily been

spending increasing time apart

over the course of the study.

In the 19705, all three matrilines

were together in about 63%

of encounters with A1 groups.

This dropped to 32% o f

encounters in the 1980s and

14% of encounters in the

1990s. A lthough the three

matrilines are now usually not

seen together, each still tends

to travel more with fellow

A1 matrilines than any other

northern resident group.

--. . - " ....


A12
Matriline

A33 d' 1971
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A12 Q 1941


A62 Q 1993 

A67 1996


I A33 d' I
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A30 Matrilin e

:........................................................................................................... , .................................. +- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 


A6 d" 1964 

* 

A38 d' 1970 

The A30 matrilille is the most C01 1 l-

1110111y e/lcollntered matriline il1 the


northern residellt col1lmullity,


mostly dlle to its prefere11ce for the


western Johllstone Strait regioll. It

was presellt ill over 60% o f all resi-

dellt killer whale ell co 1m ters in this
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A39 d'1975

--

- . ~ . : '

-  ~  

area. Ul1til her death ill 1987, the


matriarch o f the matrilille was the


well-kllowll whale A2, or "Nicola."


The male A6 was missi11g after


August 1999 alld is probably dead.


ASO Q 1984 

AS4 Q 1989


I


4 
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A 11 Matrilin e

The dialects o f A 11 alld A24 matr i-

lines cannot easily be distinguished


from each other. They are acoustically


more closely related to AS pod thall


t oA l pod.


AS2 Q 1987

A4 pod once travelled as one

group with a single matriarch,

A10, who died in 1983, along

with her young calf A47, after

being shot at the rubbing

beaches in the Robson Bight

(Michael Bigg) Ecological


Reserve. Starting in 1986, the

pod began splitting into two
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matrilines, A 11 and A24. These

two groups still spend the

majority of their time together.

For the first time in 1999, we

observed the A11-A35 matriline

travelling well apart from the

rest of the A 11 matriline.

A3S Q 1974 

. . . . . . . . .  =F


AS6 Q 1990
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The A24 matrilille has had 1I1a11Y


yOU1lg whales die. Two o f A24's sib-

li11gs died as calves, as did four o f

Iler OW1l offspring. A71, first sighted


ill JUlie 1999, is A24's sevellth


knOWIl calf

A58 l


1992-93 j
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A24 Matrilin e

The growing interest in whales has led to increasing numbers of

people wanting to view them in the wild. As numbers of whale

watchers grow so too do-concerns about the potential negative

effects of vessel disturbance and boats.

Whale watching from one's own boat is unlikely to cause signifi-

cant disturbance if the guidelines given in "How to Behave

around Killer Whales" (see sidebar, p. 57) are followed. However,

as vessel congestion continues to increase in popular whale-

watching areas, such as Johnstone and Haro Straits, joining an

established whale-watching tour is a better option for both peo-

ple and whales. Operators of accredited tours are careful to fol-

low industry standards and government regulations to avoid

disturbing the whales. Also, the large vessels used by many

operators have the advantage of carrying many passengers,

which is preferable to having a few whale watchers on many

small boats. Most tours have onboard naturalists to ex plain killer


whale biology and conservation. They also carry hydrophones

for listening underwater and provide good opportunities for tak-

ing photographs.

There are now many tour operators offering whale-watching

ex cursions in both British Columbia and Washington. Most oper-

'ate only during the months of May through September, when

resident whales can be found reliably. Full- or half-day ex cursions

are the most popular, although some companies offer longer

trips of a week or more.

We recommend that whale watchers in the southern Vancouver

Island area or Washington choose a tour operator belonging to

the Whale Watch Operators Association Northwest. This associa-

tion has in recent years worked closely with whale researchers

and government regulators to develop a code of conduct to min-

imize disturbance to killer whales. For additional information,

and for a listing of member companies, see their website at

www.nwwhalewatchers .org. For other information on whale-

watching tours, contact:

In British Columbia:

Tourism BC


1-800-663-6000

www.hellobc.com

Travel BC


www.travel.bc.ca

Tourism Vancouver Island

www.islands.bc.ca

In Washington:

Washington State Tourism


1-800-544-1800

www.tourism.wa.gov

1" 
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A8 Matrilin e

A2B 9 1974


A28 is one o f the few female s in the

re s ident popula t ion tha t has been

sexually ma tu r e  for man y years bu t

has neve r been Seerl with a ca l f

A42's fir s t offspring, A57, was found

alone ami ve r y ill 011 the mor n ing o f

16 December 1996 ill a bilY  south o f

Powell River, B e . She died late r

tha t day. Necropsy results illdicated

tha t she died o f erysipelas, a bacte r-

ial infectio1l.
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A9 Matrilin e

AS pod  is on e of the few n orth-

ern  resid en t pods that makes


occasional forays in to the n orth-

ern  Strait of Georgia.  It was

captured  there twice, in 1968 an d

1969, an d  a total of 12 whales

were taken  in to captivity.  On e

of these is still alive in a US


ocean arium.  The pod was on ly

three members larger in 1999

than  when  first censused in 1973.

The A9 matr i l in e began spe nding

t ime away fr om the rest o f the pod

in the mid-1980 s , when A26 became

matur e . The matr iar ch, A9, died in

late Novembe r 1990 , alld he r body

was recovered shor tly the reafte r

fr om a beach ill the Johns tone Str a i t

area. He r s tomach conta ined S litres


o f fish bOlles, repre ; enting 13 diffe r -

e n t species. Mos t common were

s a lmon and lingcod, bu t also pre -

s e n t were r emains o f var ious species


o f sole, flounde r , greenlings , sculpills

a nd sablefish.


As the A9 matr i l ine contains only

male s , ill t ime i t will die out.

Following the ir mothe r 's death, AS

and A26 spe n t cons iderable t ime

apa r t frolll othe r groups. Whe n flat


alone , the y trave l mos t cons is tently

wi th the A8 matr ilille .

.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 


I AS d' I
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A23 Matrilin e 

A23 is probably the mother oj A16,


also known as "Corky:"w/IO 1Vas


captured at Pellder Harbour ill


1969 alld presently lives at Sea


World, Sail Diego.


........................................................................


A27 r:J 1971 

The whale A2l may be the jllvellile


s tmek by a ferry ill 1111 incidellt


described all page 66.


A43 Q 1981 

A69 1996

A60 6' 1992 

, - . ~... : ....

,


I A23 Q I


: ....................... , ....................... , ........... L . . - _ , - - _ _ _ , - - _ _ - - - ,
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A L ~  IVlatn lln e

~ ~ 1  Q 1986

A ll early lI1atnarcll oJ tillS marl'll/lie


was A14, also kllowll as "Saddle"


because o f her distillctively pig-

I1IC1lted saddle patch. Her ollly sur-

vivillg offsprillg WI1S A25, called


"Shark)," because o f the distillctive


shape o f her dorsal fil1. Two o f A25's


siblillgs were takell illto captivity ill

1969, alld atwther, A 15, vanished at


the sallle tillle as their 11I0ther. A25

died as a yOllllg lIlother ill 1997 ..

A61 6' 1994
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87 Matriline

....................................................................... f -  -  - -  - -  - -  -  - -  , .  - -  -  - -  - -  -  ~ -  - .  - -  -  - -  - -  - -  -  - -  - ,  ,  . .  - -  - -  -  - -  - -  1  ' -  - -

88 cJ' 1964


B1 pod was long known for its

unusually high number of males.

A lthough two old males. B1 and

B2. died in 1998. the pod is still


comprised mostly of males. The

pod travels alone more than any

other northern resident group.

perhaps due to its preponder-

ance of males.

812 cJ' 1984 
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813  cJ' 1987 

I B8


814 Q 1991


I


I
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When a boater encounters killer whales, either intentionally or by

chance, the question immediately arises: How can I get the best

view of them? More and more, people are also asking: How can I


get a good view without disturbing the whales?

Killer whales tend to travel in a particular direction, usually at a


speed of 2-4 knots, and are likely to continue to do so if undis-

turbed. The dive pattern of residents usually consists of a long dive

of 3-4 minutes, followed by several short dives of about 15 seconds

each. A pod may travel in a tightly packed group for a while and

then disperse into small groups over a wider area, usually to forage.

Transient whales tend to dive longer and to be more unpredictable

than residents. For more detailed guidelines on watching transient

whales, see the book Transients, listed in the Bibliography.

The following guidelines allow boaters to view whales in the least

obtrusive way:

From a distance, determine the travel direction and diving sequence

of the whales.

2 Approach whales from the side, not from the front or the rear.

Approach and depart slowly, avoiding sudden changes in speed or

direction. Do not "leapfrog." Accelerating or fast-moving boats cre-

ate considerable underwater noise.

3 Maintain low speeds and constant direction if travelling parallel to

whales. When whales are travelling close to shore, avoid crowding

them near shore or coming between the whales and shore. Avoid


disturbing groups of resting whales.

4 Approach no closer than 100 metres and idle along at the speed of

the whales, or shift your motor into neutral. Keep noise levels down

- no horns, whistles, or racing motors. Start your motor only after

the whales are more than 150 metres from your vessel. leave the

area slowly, gradually accelerating when more than 300 metres

from the whales.

5 Limit the time spent with any group of whales to less than 30 min-

utes at a time when within 100 to 200 metres of the whales.

6 Be considerate of other whale watchers so that all have a chance to

view without disturbance. If several boats are following one group

of whales, check the surrounding areas with binoculars to see if


other groups are nearby. If possible, decrease boat congestion by

following an unwatched group.

7 If a group of whales changes direction repeatedly or changes behav-

iours quickly (e.g., from slow travelling to fast travelling), these are

signs of possible disturbance and the group should be left alone.

8 Aircraft should maintain an altitude of 1,000 feet or more above

whales. Float planes should refrain from landing in the vicinity of

whales.
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Robson Bight is located on the typical foraging route of resident

whales in Johnstone Strait and is the site o f several beaches that

are frequently used by these whales for rubbing (see map, p. 46).


The Robson Bight (Michael Bigg) Ecological Reserve was established

in 1982 by Be Parks as a sanctuary for killer whales and to protect

these important rubbing beaches. It includes 1,248 hectares of

marine area and S05 hectares o f upland buffer zone.

Ecological reserves are intended for conservation, research, and

educational purposes, and are not intended for recreation. At

Robson Bight, a number o f restrictions are currently in place to bet-

ter protect the area, and further restrictions may be applied as


required. The area is monitored daily during summer months by

wardens who can provide detailed information to boaters. The key

restrictions are as follows:

1 L and access is now restricted in the ecological reserve and the land-

ing o f vessels is prohibited.

2 Recreational activities, such as whale watching, should not take

place in the reserve. Boats requiring sheltered waters, such as


canoes and kayaks, should cross over to West Cracraft Island, where

there are good anchorages and camping is permitted.

3 Commercial fishing activity in the reserve is currently under review.

4 As with all ecological reserves, camping, campfires, and discharge of

firearms are prohibited.

Regulations and L icensing

In Canada, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans is responsible

for the management and protection o f marine mammals, including

killer whales. In the United States, the responsible agency is the

National Marine Fisheries Service. In both countries, regulations

specifically prohibit disturbance o f whales. Infractions are subject to

fines and/or imprisonment.

Activities such as research or commercial photography may require

a licence or permit to approach whales. Individuals wishing to carry

out such activities should contact the Department of Fisheries and

Oceans in Canada, or the National Marine Fisheries Service in the

US, to ensure that their proposed activity is permissible and to

determine whether or not they will require a scientific permit. For

research activities that may require entry of the Robson Bight

fMichael Bigg) Ecological Reserve, researchers must contact BC Parks.
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(6 Matrilin e 

The (10 an d  (6 matrilin es share


a d ialect that is very similar to

that of 01 pod .  The two matri-

lin es are mostly en coun tered

separately - in on ly about 20%

of en coun ters in the 19905 were

the two groups together. 


........................................................................ , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 


C9 cJ' 1971


The dorsal fin o f the. male C9 sus-

ta ined a majo r in ju r y in 1993.


Like ly caused by a bite from ano the r

kille r whale , or poss ibly a glln shot,

this kind o f in ju r y can take man y

years to heal, dur ing which t ime the

fin may conti1lue to crumple and

collapse. C9 can be conjilsed with

H4 (p. 62), G11 (p. 70 ), or G33


(p.73).


C8


C16 

1989
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(10 Matrilin e 

C13 cJ 1985

59 Northe rn Reside nt Pods


The former matriarch o f this matri-

line, C5, was most likely the mother


o f c n ,  widely known as the whale


"Namu." This male was captured


Ilear the town ofNa11lu 011 the cel1-

tral BC coast ill 1965 and trans-

ported to Seattle ill a floati1lg pen.


"Namu" became known around the


.world through magazine articles, .


books, and a movie.


: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :.· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :
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01 pod was once quite common

in Johnstone Strait but only

occasionally visited this area

during the 1990s. The two

matrilines, 011 and 07, typically

travel together (in about 80%

of encounters). The last complete

, census of this pod was in 1998.


D11
Matrilin e
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D7 Matrilin e

0 8 Q 1967 

0 9 Q 1971


012 Q 1982

[D7 Q


...................................1'---:-_ _  -.---_--.


: : C ; ; ~  I ~  I D 1 ~  Q I I D13' Q I


] ~   ID19
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0 10 Q 1978

DlO has a small half through her


dorsalfi11, appare11tly wused by a


bullet.


D9 W11 be C(lsi/y confused lvith the


fe111ale ClO (p. 59), as they have


very similar dorsal-fi11 nicks,


although their saddle-patch shapes


are quite different. In al1 e11coll11ter


i11July 1998, D13, previously


thought to be a male, was seen


accompanied by a very yOU11g calf,


D19. D1 pod has not beel1 seen


sillce then to confirm this relatioll-

ship and appare1lt sex cha1lge, but

we consider it most probable.


I


4


0 13 Q 1984
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H6 Matrilin e 

I H4 d'!


H1 pod once travelled as a co- 

hesive group, but this appears to 

have changed. Recently, H3 and 

her offspring have been seen on

a number of occasions, whereas

since 1993 only H5, from the

other half of the pod, has been

accounted for in a couple of

in·complete encounters.


. . . . . . . .  .

. . 

: ................ : ....................... :


IH2 d'! ¥


H1 pod has a very distinctive

dialect that is related to those of

B1, 11, 12, and 118 pods.

~

H3 

Q 

1959 

...


'" ...' : " "  

:...


............................................................ , , " " " " " , r - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 


H4 0' 1974 H7
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.................................................. '"


H2 d' 1965

.' ."

. ,  .....


_ ....


..- ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~
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HS Q 1973

H9 Q 1988

11 pod is one  o f the  le ast c om-

monly e nc ounte re d northe rn

re side nt groups, having b e e n

seen on ly 33 time s in 25 years.

It appears to  spe nd more  time

o f f northe rn and we ste rn

Vanc ouve r Island and along

the  north coast o f Be than in

the  more  fre que n tly surve ye d

wate rs o f J ohnstone  S trait.

63 Northern Resident Pods

181 1997

d - ~  . . .  · - i / > ~

I.  'v

. . . .

The matriarch, Il, died ill 1993,


but ill keeping with matrilille


naming protocol, her Ilame is


retained because she still has sur-

vivillg offsprillg o f both sexes.


11 Matrilin e

182 1994
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Although a photograph can provide a reliable identification of a


whale, the appearance of an individual's dorsal fin can change

dramatically overthe years. As a whale grows, the shape and size

of its fin changes, especially in males, whose adult fin height can

be ten times its height at birth. Over time, dorsal fins also acquire

new nicks, tears, and gouges, and saddle patches often receive

new scars from teeth rakes and other natural causes. It is for this

reason that we photograph whales at regular intervals, ideally

every year, so that such changes can be catalogu'ed. This is espe-

cially important over the first few years of a whale's life, because

a juvenile's fin and saddle can change quickly from being non-

descript to distinctively marked.

The changes in the fin and saddle of some whales are far more

prominent than in others. The whale H4 is a good ex ample of an

individual whose app!,!arance has changed significantly over its

life. Shown here is a series of identification photographs spanning

H4's growth from calf to mature male.

July 1975


July 1980


August 1986


August 1993


July 1985

August 1998


122 Matrilin e

12 pod is now down to two indi-

viduals, from a peak of seven in


the early 19905. The pair is sel-

dom sighted and prefers to

travel with equally uncommon

pods 11 and 118.
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I


i


118 pod con tain s
 two of
 the

least-kn own matrilin es
 in the

n orthern  resid en t commun ity.'

The two matrilin es.  117 an d  118.


have been  en coun tered  on ly 48

times over the 25-year-lon g

study. They were together on

about on e-third  of these en coun -

ters. It is a burgeon in g group.

however.  in creasing from 5


whales in 1975 to an estimated

17 in 1999 (a more precise coun t

awaits a good  an d complete

en coun ter in the future).

Acoustically.  118 pod is very

closely related  to 11 an d 12 pods. 


117 Matrilin e 

160
 1987
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.
..---,1_ -. I


1150 L....1

1

_5 7_- ,

111 matnlll1e lias lJeel1 partlauy

accounted for a few times ill recent


years but unfor tunate ly 1 I0 t in


enough detail to co1lfirm the rela-

tions/lip o f new calves alld juveniles.


It appears that sillce the gmllp was


last well dOCl//Ilel1ted ill the early


19905. they have produced approxi-

mate ly 4 new calves.
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Killer whales are clearly very accustomed to swim- 

ming.close to power boats and ships without strik- 

ing and injuring themselves on the vessels' 

propellers. But collisions sometimes take place and 

may cause serious injury or death. Two whales, the 

northern residents A1 and A9, were both appar- 

ently injured in this way, but survived. The wounds 

on these old females - both of whom are now 

dead - were fully healed at the s tart of our study 

in the early 1970s. The whale A1 was known as

"Stubbs" because all that remained of her dorsal

fin was a ragged stump about half the normal

height (see photo, p. 42). The other female, A9, the

matriarch of AS pod, had major pieces of flesh

missing from her dorsal ridge between her dorsal

fin and tail flukes. Although healed, the wounds

ex tended almost to the backbone in several places.

One often wonders how whales can survive such

major physical trauma. It is very likely that wi thout.

the strong drive of these animals to aid distressed

companions, most would die. The following is an

account of a collision between a ship and a killer

whale that demonstrates the persistence of the

whales in helping one of their pod mates. It is


drawn from a letter written by Captain D. Manuel

of the MIV Comox Queen, a ship that is part of the

BC Ferries fleet. The ship was en route from Comox

to Powell River on 26 December 1973, when it

encountered killer whales:

The Quartermaster and I were discussing some 

subject or other and watching for drift. There was 

quite a lot of it around, due to the high tides at

that time.

At 3:45 there was a crunch at the after end of the

ship, as if  we had struck a small log. I went and

looked out the window at the back of the wheel-

house and noticed a reddish-brown discolouration

in our wake. My first impression was that we had

struck a butt-end of a dead-head just below the

surface of the water. Then four killer whales sur-

faced about two to three ship lengths astern.

The first thing I noticed about these four surfacing

whales was that one was bleeding profusely. I told

the Quartermaster to bring the ship hard around

and we steamed up to within ten feet of the

whales. The pod consisted of a bull, cow and two

calves. It was one o f the calves that had been

struck by the ship's propellers. It was a very sad

scene to see. The cow and the bull cradled the

injured calf between them to prevent it from turn-


ing upside-down. Occasionally the bull would lose

its position and the calf would roll over on its side.


When this occurred the slashes caused by our pro-

peller were quite visible. The bull, when this hap-

pened, would make a tight circle, submerge, and

rise slowly beside the calf, righting it, and then

proceed with the diving and surfacing. While this

was going on the other calf stayed right behind

the injured one.

We stayed with the whales for about ten to fif-

teen minutes; there was no fear of the ship being

. too close (about ten feet at times). I felt at the

time that there was very little we could do to alle-

viate the obvious pain'and suffering that was tak-

ing place and that the calf could not survive for

too long.

It appears that the young whale did live for at

least fifteen days. We later received a report from

a resident of Powell River, who, on 10 January

1974, observed "two whales supporting a third

one, preventing it from turning over." We do not

know whether the whale survived after this, as

we received no further sightings or photographs

from which we could identify the individual. We

suspect, however, that it might have been a


young AS-pod whale identified as A21, which was

last seen in 1973. Serious injuries from collisions

with vessels are probably rare events, as none

have been observed among the known whales in


British Columbia and Washington during the past

twenty years.

118 Matrilin e

121 Q 1979 

152
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124 9 1980 

153 d' 1986

148 d' 1983
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G1 Pod

G4 Matrilin e

G4 Q 1948

I G4 Q I


. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The matr iar ch G4 los t he r two sons,


G6 and G26, in 1997, alld now, as


the sale n iembe r o f he r matr i l ine ,

has mos t ly been seen trave lling wi th

G17 matr il ine .

Gl poa 

G3 Matrilin e

With 29 members, G1 pod rivals


R1 pod as the largest n orthern

resid en t pod .  It frequen tly splits


in to smaller un its, comprising


five matrilin es.

G37 1984

G3 Q 1956

G20 Q 1972

G19 r:J 1976
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The G-clan contains some of the

most rapidly growing resident

pods. The clan has doubled in


size over 23 years, from 32


whales in 1975 to 75 in 1998.

Although members of all three

northern resident clans have

been observed off the west

coast of Vancouver Island, G-clan


groups are seen in this area most

often.

~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~

G22 Q 1979 G32 d' 1982 G44 1989
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Key

Deceased killer whale with esti-

mated or known birth date and

date of death

* possibly dead

c live captured

GenealogiCal relationship;

Positive

Probable

Possible

Although killer whales are tound I n  all the WOrld·S oceans, onry a


single species, Orcin us orca, is recognized. Over the past two cen-

turies, a number of different tax onomic forms of killer whale

have been proposed, some with interesting names, such as Orca


gladiator, but these have not been accepted in the scientific com-

munity. Recently, Russian biologists suggested that a new species,

which they named Orcin us glacialis, ex isted in Antarctic seas. This


proposed species was characterized as having a smaller size and a


variety of differences in diet. reproduction, appearance, and

behaviour, but this classification, too, has not met with general

acceptance. More likely, such variations represent racial differ-

ences, such as those seen locally between residents and tran-

sients.

Orcinus orca is the largest member of the Family Delphinidae,

which includes all the world's marine dolphins. For this reason, its


common name might be more appropriately the "killer dolphin,"

but its large size has led to it being called a whale. The distinction

between "dolphin" and "whale" is not a scientific one, but relates

mostly to relative size, much like the distinction between "boat"

and "ship."

Because the species has such a cosmopolitan distribution, it has

many common names in different parts of the globe. In some

Native cultures, it is known as:


max'inux (northern Vancouver Island Kwakiutl)

ska-ana (Haida of the Queen Charlotte Islands)

arluq (eastern Arctic Inuit)

dukulad (Ainos of the Kurillslands)

shamanaj (Yahgan of Tierra del Fuego, South America)

In other languages, it is called:

epaulard (French)


hahyrningur (Icelandic)

shachi (Japanese)

kasatka (Russian)

schwertwal or morderwal (German)

spekkhugger (Norwegian)

Many of these common names refer to the killer whale's deserved

- but sometimes ex aggerated - reputation as the top predator in


the sea, and reflect fear or respect. Even the widely used orca, has

sinister connotations, as it is derived from the species' scientific

name, which uses the latin word orcin us, meaning "of or belong-

ing to the kingdom of the dead." For many years, the species was

called blackfish by coastal mariners and fishermen in BC, despite

the fact that they are black and white. Within the English-speaking

scientific community, "killer whale" is the common name used

most often today.
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G18 Matrilin e 

The male Gl l can be easily confused


with other males having similar fin


wounds, especially C9 (p. 58), H4

'(po 62), and G33 (p. 73).


I Gll d' I
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G16  has not been seen for several


years, but encounters with her pod

have been rather poor. vVe consider


her missing and possibly dead.
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G17 Matrilin e

Afte r
 several years
 o f in fr e que nt
 and

incomple te encounte rs , this ma tr i-

line was one o f the mos t fr equently

encounte r ed nor the rn re s ident

matr iline s in the 1999 fie ld season.


G57 1992

71
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G38 d' 1986

G25 Q 1975
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G29 Matriline  

: ....................... :
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G12 Matriline

G 3 5 r:J' 1 985

It has taken many years to sort out

the acoustical relationships among

G-clan pods. They usually travel

together in various combina-

tions, which makes it difficult to

attribute vocalizations to particu-

lar groups. Recent encounters,

however, have confirmed that

G12 pod has a dialect that is very

s imi larto those of 111 and 131


pods and quite distinct from that

of G1 pod.
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G33 was missi1lg when this matr i-

line was last e1Jcolilltcred in 1999.


With the birth o f a third calf ill

1999, the GI2-GS matriline was


seen to travel separately .r-011l the


rest o f the G12 matriline .


............................................... f - - - - - - , - - - : ; : - - - - - - - ,
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If you have take n photographs from whic h individual whale s can


b e ide ntifie d, o r have ob se rve d an unusual e ve nt o r inc ide nt, you

may have use ful sc ie ntific  in formation that c ould assist us in our

ongoing research program.

P hotographs o f kille r whale s in remote  loc ations are partic ularly

he lpful. as the y may reveal a ne w group or e xte nd the  range o f

known groups. Areas fo r whic h we  espe c ially need information

inc lude the  we st coasts o f Washington and Vancouve r Island,

areas north o f Vancouve r Island, the  Queen Charlotte  Islands, and

any offshore  wate rs.

We are also ve ry inte re ste d in any ob se rvations o f unusual b ehav-

iours or inc ide nts, such as:


· dead kille r whale s, e ithe r floating or strande d

· cases o f kille r whale s taking fish from fishing gear

· ob se rvations o f kille r whale  pre dation

P lease call us as soon as possib le to re port ob se rvations. If you

have photos that you b e lie ve may be use ful. please send them to

us. The photographs and ide ntific ations will b e re turne d, usually

in a we e k o r two . Each se t o f photos should inc lude the  name o f

the  photographe r, date , locations, and the  numb e r o f whale s pre -

sent. Our c ontac t in formation is:


Marine  Mammal Research


De partme nt o f Fishe ries and Oceans


Pac ific Biological S tation

Nanaimo, BC V9R SK6


Phone (2S0) 756-7245

E-mail: e llisg@pac .dfo-mpo.gc .ca

o r

Cente r fo r Whale Research


P.O. Box 1577


Friday Harbor, WA 98250

Phone : (360) 378-5835

E-mail: orcasurv@rockisland.com
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G2 9 1961


G2 Matrilin e 

G34 9 1977 

74 Northern Resident Pods

This matr i l ine was seen throughout

coastal wate rs fr om Langara Is land

in the Que en Char lotte Islands to


Juan de Fuca Strait, be tween July

and October, 1999.


111 Matrilin e

112 9 1970

147 d' 1985
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Tile femnle 112 GIld lIer juvel1ile


14711nve distil/ctive "opell" snddles.


Tire fC1I1nle I13 did llO t produce n


sllrvivil1g cnlf IIl1til sire wns 21


years old, alld it Dilly lived for 3


),cllrs.


178 1997


113 Q 1974 

111 Q 1954


137 142 c3' 1983 164 c3' 1990
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111 Pod

115 Matriline

.......................................................................................................................................................................................... "


116 Q 1968 127 Q 1974 :


143 d' 1983
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14 (md 141 11/ay be twil15 /Jom to I15


ill 1980, bIlt recel1t ge1letic eFidellce


docs /lot SIlPPOl't til is. Sillce the


group 1\Ias poorly kl1ow1l prior to


tirat year, it is possible that Ol1e o f

tire two lost its (llIlidentified)


lIlotlrer as a calfmrd was adopted


by 115. Adoptiolls o f Fer), ) 'Oll1 lg

colFCS hm'c yet to be confirllled ill

killer whalcs.


177 1997 

77 Northern Resident Pods

144 d' 1985

I


, ............................................... , ............................................... 1 - - - - , - - - - , - - - - - - - ,
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D 31 Pod

131 Matrilin e

The matriarch o f this pod and


matriline, 131, died ill 1994, leaving


a two-year-old mIj; 168. Calves


orphaned at sllch a young age often


do not slIrvive.


136 9 1980 

146 d' 1985


r----, .._ ..., .........................................., .............................................................................................., ...............................................f - - - - - - , - - - - - - , 
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145 d' 1985
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133 and her offspri11g are occasion-

ally seen travelling apart{t'ol7l tire


rest o f the matriline,


179 1997
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R1 Pod

R2 Matrilin e

R2 and R6 are believed to be sib-

lings, but because their presumed


mother died before the study, the


matriline is named after R2. Having


no living mother, the male R6 fre-

.qllentiy wanders from the matriline


for significant periods o f time.


R3 d' 1956

. . . . .

I R2 Q I I R6 d' I


; ....................... :


R2 1938 

R29 

1994

.' . .

- ' ~ ' . '  -'"


.


d' :0;1954


R6's dorsal fill has a forward hook,


an attr ibute sometimes seen in old


males.


R22 Q 1984

R1 Pod

R5 Matrilin e

R4 and her offspring occasionally


travel separately from the rest o f the


matriline. R22 was found to have


been incorrectly sexed as a male in

our previous catalogue when she


gave birth in 1994. This burgeoning


group has had seven surviving


calves since 1993.


R26 d' 1988

The two R-clan pods have nearly

identical dialects, which can be

easily distinguished from other

clans even by an untrained ear,

but not from each other. Despite

the apparent close relatedness at"


R1 and W1 pods, they seldom

travel together. W1 pod is only

present in about 10% of encoun-

ters with R1 matrilines. R1 pod

is one of the largest northern

R4 Q 1964
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resident pods, thanks to the high 

productivity of the R5 and R17 

matrilines in recent years. 

The distribution patterns of R- 

dan pods seem to have under- 

gone a shift over the course of 

the study. In the 1970s, these 

groups were ex tremely rare in 

the western Johnstone Strait 

region. W1 pod was first discov- 

ered off Port Hardy in 1979 and

R33 

1995 

did
 not make
 its first
appearance

in Johnstone Strait until 1981. In


more recent years, the two pods

have become fairly common visi-

tors to this area. lIVe believe that

the pods may p r e f l ~ r  the north-

ern portions of the community

range, as they are sighted there

more often than other northern

residents.

R36 1998


81
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continued on ne xt page

R21 d' 1982 R25 d' 1987 

R37 

1999
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RS Matrilin e, c ontinue d 

R20 Q 1979


photos on pages 80-81


R17 Matrilin e

R24 Q 1987 

R30 1994 

R17 Q 1965

R23 Q 1985

, ....................................................................... , ...............................................
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The R17 matr iline almos t always


travels with the R5 matr iline .
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R9 Matrilin e 

R7 Q 1944 

R15 cJ" 1963

83 Northern Resident Pods

Relationships in thc R9 matr/inc


are unclear. Recent gelletic data


indicate that R7 and Rl are /lot


offspring o f R9, as ollce thought.


The relationship o f R15 to the


matriline is similarly ul1known.


. . . . . . . . . 

. .


W3 Matrilin e

W2 cJ" 1960 

Wl is one of the smallest resid en t


pods.  with on ly three members.

It is comprised of a single matri-

lin e that will in time d ie out.  as


W3 is n ow post-reprod uctive. 


W5 cJ" 1974

IW3 Q I


. ...... . . . . . ...........


I W2 cJ" I I W5 cJ" I
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J2 Matrilin e 

J14 9 1974

. . . . . . . .  .

. . 

r - I  J-2 ~ Q - '

84 Southern Resident Pods

Jts IV l a U l lH l e

J27 cJ' 1992 J 31 9 1 9 9 5
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J16 Matriline  

J 26 cJ' 1992 

: ........................ :


J1 pod's vocal dialect has changed

little over the years. Canadian

Navy recordings of killer whales

near Victoria in the late 1950s

containthe J1 dialect in generally

the same form as today. In 1964,

the first killer whale ever dis-

played in captivity, "Moby Doll,"


was captured at Saturna Island.

Recordings of this whale's dialect

indicate that it was from J1 pod.

J 3 3  cJ' 1996


.JIIII ...


J9 Matriline  

J 28 Q 1993


85 Southern Resident Pods

The 22-year-old male J18, son of

J10, died and washed ashore in


Boundary Bay on 18 March 2000.


Post-mortem ex amination indi-

cated that he died a day or two

before being found on the beach

from a severe bacterial infection

{Edwardsiella tarda}.

J17 Q 1977


J ' lV Y 


132 Q 1996


,";- - -
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K3 Matrilin e 

K14 9 1977 

Highly distinctive, "open" saddle

patches are far more common

among southern residents than

northerns. These patterns can be

a very useful aid to visual identi-

fication of individuals. It should

be noted that the pattern on a


whale's right side often differs

from the left side.

K16 9 1985

86 S outhe rn Reside nt Pods


K7 Matrilin e

K11 9 193 3

K13 9 1972

It is estimated that the whale K7


was born in 1910 , based 011 the esti-

mated age of her presumed offsprillg


K11. If this presumption is incor-

rect, she could be considerably


younger than this. However, her


estimated age is within the 80 -90

year range calculated for maximum

longevity from comptlter simula-

tions. More details on longevity cal-

culations are given in the section,


"Sex and Years of Birth and Death,"


onp.44.

1 K7 9 1


. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.
 .

Ir-

K


-

11


~ .9--'1

1 K20 d' 1


K27 9 1994
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1\. ".  t'oa

K18 9 1948

1\. 1 t'oa

K4 Matrilin e 

K18 Matrilin e

K21 cJ' 1986

K31 cJ' 1999


I K4 9 I


:KK2121 Q .., . : - - - ~ ' ~ 
I - - - - - - ~ I

. - I K28
9
I I K31
d' I


I K21 d'i
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L 1 floa 

L 12 Matrilin e

L1 pod spends more time in


"outside" waters than either J1


or K1 pods. These waters include

western Juan de Fuca Strait and

off the west coast of Vancouver

Island.

L 12 9 1933

L11 9 1957


L 1 floa

L32 Matrilin e

.................................................... , .......


L22 9 1971


I L12 9 I


: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;
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L32 Q 1955

L87 d' 1992

l1 Pod

- : :  ; ; ; ; ; : : - - ~ : ' "  L28 Mat r iii ne 

L8S d' 1991


L28, who died i111994, was initially

believed to be the mother o f L32.


However, a reaSSCS5171CIlI o f this and

other associatiol1s in the matrilil1e


has resulted in the current geneal-

ogy for this group, wl1ich differs


somcwhat ji-011Z that showll ill the


1987 catalogue.


Eavesd roppin g on  Killer Whales

Liste ning to  an unde rwate r mic rophone " o r hydr ophon e , allows

the  surfac e -b ound whale  e nthusiast to aurally expe rie nc e the  fas-

c inating, sonic ally rich world o f kille r whale s. S ound b ehaves ve ry

diffe re n tly unde rwate r than in air - i t trave ls almost five  time s

faste r and much furthe r than airb orne  sounds o f the  same ene rgy.

For whale s, unde rwate r sound is the  primary me dium fo r soc ial

c ommunic ation, navigation, and orie n tation, as i t is far more  e ffi-

c ie nt and e ffe c tive  than vision unde rwate r (see sidebar, p. 96).


Most whale -watc h ope rators carry a hydrophone , whic h the y put

ove r the  side o f the ir b oat to liste n unde rwate r while  drift ing qui-

e tly in the  vic in ity o f whale s. Some private  b oate rs also carry

hydrophone s to  e ave sdrop on whale s, o r just to liste n to the

in triguing sonic e nvironme nt in a quie t anchorage (fo r a source o f

hydrophone s, see Othe r Resources, p. 103). But fo r the  casual


kayake r or marine r who would like  to liste n to  the  unde rwate r

c onve rsations o f whale s in J ohnstone  S trait o f f northe ast

Vanc ouve r Island, a ne w radio station has b e e n e stab lished just

fo r this purpose .

ORCA FM is a solar- and wind-powe re d radio station that c ontinu-

ously b roadcasts the  sounds pic ke d up from a b ottom-mounte d

hydrophone  in the  area o f the  Robson Bight (Mic hae l Bigg)

Ecologic alRese rve . The station is part o f WhaleLink, a proje c t o f

the  Vancouve r Aquarium Marine  Sc ience Centre , whic h involve s

the  de ve lopme nt o f a ne two rk o f unde rwate r liste ning stations to

trac k the  moveme nts o f re side nt kille r whale s b y monito ring and

in te rpre ting the ir unique  group-spe c ific  vocal diale c ts. Offic ially

known as CJKW FM 88.5, i t is the

world's first station lic ensed to

b roadcast unde rwate r sounds.

Any b oate r within a 10-kilome tre

range o f Robson Bight can tune

in to the  station, at 88.5 MHz on

the  FM radio dial. Visitors to the

Vanc ouve r Aquarium Marine

S c ience Centre can also liste n to

a live  fe e d from the  radio sta-

tion . The live  sounds are also

availab le  on the  Whale link we b -

site  at www.whale link .o rg.

The re may soon b e othe r

hydrophone  signals availab le  fo r

mon ito ring in the  region. The

Whale  Museum in Friday Harb or

plans to place hydrophone s

along the  we st side o f San Juan Island that would pic k up the

unde rwate r voc alizations o f the  southe rn re side nt whale s as the y

trave l in Haro S trait. Live signals from at le ast one o f the se

hydrophone s will be b roadcast on a low-powe r FM station to give

b oate rs, local re side nts, and visitors to the  Lime Kiln S tate Park


the  oppo rtun ity to  e ave sdrop on the  unde rwate r soundscape o f

the  whale s.

AR032655
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L25 Matrilin e 

L37 Matrilin e

L7 Q 1961 

L43 Q 1972

L95 cJ' 1 996

.,


. . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' \ .

. . 

I L25 Q I


r - - :  - '  --,' . . . . .  ':


!


I 

;


)


/
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l 2 6  Q 1956 

L1 Pod 

L 1 Pod ·  

l 2 1  Q 1938

L26 Matriline  

L21 Matriline

AR032657



L1 POd

L2 9 1945


L2 Matriline

L3 9 6' 1975


i


I


. ." ... . c _  .. . . . ...... ' "  D ......... ;,. .J ......... + 0 ...............


; {
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L1 Pod

L4 Matrilin e

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


L27 Q 1965 

L55 Q 1977

: . . . . . . .  , ............................................... f - - - - - ,
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L9 Matrilin e

The female L51 was found dead on


a beach west o f Victoria in late


September 1999. Her yOlmg


orphal1, L97, was seell travellil1g


with her brother L84 and uncle L74


for several weeks following L51 's


death. Howeve1; the calfappeared


weak and emaciated, alld disap-

peared by mid-October.


The female L 5 and her offspring


have occasiollally been observed


attacking or harassing marille


mammals, which is very 1l1lusual


for resident whales. Usually the vic-

tim is a juvenile porpoise or har-

bour seal. There has been no


confirmation that the animals are


consumed, although they may be


killed.


L84 cJ' 1990

94 Southern Resident Pods 

L5 Q 1964


!.
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Ll poa 

, L57 d" 1977

L45 Matrilin e 

[: ... 

Ll poa

~ l  L35 Matrilin e

: .1


-."

.
 ,. r; · · '


~  L ~ 9 ~ 4 _ 8 ~

. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. .


I L1 d' I
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( ;ommumc a t lo n  an a I :c n o lo c a t lo n

Like all members of the dolphin family, killer whales rely heavily on

underwater sound for both navigation and communication, and

with good reason. Sound is by far the most efficient and reliable

medium for collecting sensory information about a whale's sur-

roundings and for social communication with other whales. The


whales' eyesight is good, but underwater visibility is usually less


than 50 metres, and at night it is negligible. Underwater sound, on

the other hand, travels farther and faster than it does in air, and is


equally effective day or night.

By forcing air through structures in the nasal passage beneath the

blowhole, a killer whale can generate ultrasonic clicks less than a


millisecond in duration, long canary-like whistles, or loud, complex

calls that may be heard for 10 kilometres underwater. A special

body of fat within the melon, the fleshy bulge atop the animal's

head, has acoustic properties that focus the higher-frequency

sounds into a directional beam ahead of the whale. Killer whales

can hear with ex ceptional sensitivity and directionality. Incoming

sound is received mostly through the whale's lower jaw, then is


conducted directly to the middle ear.


Lowering an underwater microphone, or hydrophone, into the

water near killer whales provides a means of eavesdropping on

their acoustic world. When listening to a group of resident killer


whales, one usually hears staccato snaps, clicks, and pops of echo-

location, punctuated every so often by strident, often metallic-

sounding calls being ex changed within the group. The echolocation

signals produced by the whales are referred to as "click trains,"

which are short-duration pulses given in repetitive series that may

last for 10 seconds or more. Echoes from these clicks allow the ani-

mals to form an acoustical image of their surroundings. The repeti-

tion rate of clicks varies from a few to more than 200 clicks per

second, probably in relation to the range of the target being

acoustically ex amined. Slow click trains are probably used for navi-

gation and orientation to distant objects, such as seafloor features

or other wh?les. Higher repetition rates seem to be used to investi-

gate closer objects at ranges of 10 metres or less.


The signals used for social communication within and between pods

consist of calls and whistles. Calls are more common than whistles,

dominating vocal ex changes in most contex ts. Typically less than

two seconds long, calls are made up of bursts of pulses generated

at rates of up to several thousand per second. Such pulse bursts

produce high-pitched squeals and screams, not unlike the sounds

made by rusty hinges on a quickly closing door. By varying the tim-

ing and frequency structure of these bursts, the whales can gener-

ate a variety of complex signals.

Most calls produced by resident pods can be classified by ear or

with the aid of a sound spectrum analyzer into a number of distinc-

tive categories, or types of discr e te calls. Each resident pod has a


repertoire of about a dozen different discrete call types, although

some have as few as 7 and others have as many as 17 call types.

Each whale seems to share the entire call repertoire of its pod.

These calls appear to serve generally as contact signals, coordinat-

ing group behaviour and keeping pod members in touch when they

are out of sight of each other. While spread out during foraging, the

whales regularly ex change sounds, 90-95% of which are from their

repertoire of discrete calls. Most calls contain sudden shifts or rapid

sweeps in pitch, which give them distinctive qualities recognizable

over distance and background noise.

As described in "Dialects and Population Identity" (p. 21), the call


repertoire of each resident pod has unique features that allow the

group to be identified acoustically. These dialects may enhance the

contact function of the calls by acting like an acoustic "family

badge," allowing individuals to easily differentiate the calls of their

fellow pod m e m b e r ~  from those of other whales. Dialects may also

serve as indicators of relatedness of pods and might thus have

some role in determining association or mating patterns.

It is not yet clear why pods have so many calls in their repertoires

or whether any call has a specific meaning. Different calls do not

appear to be given in sequences that resemble a syntax , such as in


human languages. Rather, call types seem to be contagious - if a


whale emits a particular call, others in the pod often respond with

the same call type before moving on to another. No call appears to

be associated exclusively with any particular activity or behaviour.

However, certain calls in a pod's repertoire do tend to be given

more often in some circumstances, such as resting or socializing,

than in others.

Most likely, the emotional state of an individual is reflected in the

call types it chooses to use and also in the way each call is given.

For ex ample, when whales are ex cited, they will often increase the

pitch and shorten the duration of a call from its standard format. It


is also probable that each whale produces calls in a consistent but

subtly different way from others in its pod, thus encoding its iden-

tity in the signal. With this communi,cation system, resident Whales

seem able to transmit their individual and pod identity, location,

and mood to others in their pod, thereby maintaining the behav-

ioural coordination, cohesion, and integrity of the group.
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he last twenty-five years were mostly good ones for


killer whales in the coastal waters of British Columbia

and Washington. Shootings by disgruntled or fearful

fishermen and other mariners have largely become a


thing of the past. Live captures for aquaria - which were


removing far in excess of what could be sustained by the

population - came to an end by the mid-1970s. This fishery


was replaced in the 1980s by commercial whale watching, and

people came from around the world in ever-increasing numbers

to view and appreciate killer whales in the wild. Salmon, the

favoured prey of residents, was plentiful. The resident popula-

tion has been increasing since the first census in the mid-1970s

at rates that were at or close to the max imum possible for the

species, around 2-3% per year. By the mid-1990s, the resident

population size was over 300, more than 100 whales larger than

in 1975. Transients also seemed to be doing well. Populations of

their mammalian prey, especially harbour seals, were burgeon-

ing. Although more difficult to census than residents, transient

numbers also appeared to be on the rise. All seemed well in the

world of west coast killer whales.

Unfortunately, this is no longer so. OYer the past five years,


the status of resident killer whales, especially the southern com-

munity, and the state of their environment appear to have


changed for the worse, and their long-term well-being suddenly

seems less secure. After two decades of growth, numbers have


recently levelled offin the northern community and dropped

by 15% in the southern community. I t is not yet clear if this is


the beginning of a long-term trend or whether it is just a tem-

porary phenomenon. With such small populations, a few ex tra

deaths or a few less births can make the difference between

growth and decline - and these may simply result from events


that occur by chance, or from slight shifts in age and sex demo-

graphics. But it is possible that resident killer whale productiv-

ity and future survival are being threatened by one or more

ex ternal factors, and this might also be the case for transients.

Food  Supply

High on the list of potential problems for resident killer whales


is their food supply. In recent years, stocks of most species of

salmon in the coastal waters of British Columbia and

Washington have declined dramatically. This is due to many

factors, including degradation of spawning habitat, reduced
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ocean survival, and over-fishing. In particular, returns of the res- 

idents' preferred salmonid species, the chinook, have been poor 

in many coastal spawning streams and rivers. I t is difficult to say 

how reduced salmon availability may affect residents. They may 

switch their diet more to other fish species, such as lingcod or 

other bottom-dwelling species, but stocks of these have also 

been much reduced in nearshore areas. They may well shift their 

distribution patterns to other areas where food is more plentiful. 

We know that residents eat mostly salmon during the summer 

and fall, but their diet during winter, and the whereabouts of the 

whales themselves, are largely unknown. For transient killer 

whales, marine mammal prey in the region are plentiful, so 

transients should not be facing prey scarcity. However, in west- 

ern Alaska and the Aleutians, populations of seals and sea lions 

have declined precipitously, which may be affecting transient- 

type whales in that area. 

A conservation issue related to food is the removal of fish 

from commercial- and sports-fishing lines by killer whales. We 

have been receiving more reports of such incidences in recent 

years, which may indicate that this activity is on the rise. 

Isolated occurrences may not represent a concern, but it can 

become a serious problem when particular groups of whales 

come to depend on this strategy for their food. This took place 

in Prince William Sound, Alaska, in the 1980s, when a pod 

began stripping commerciallonglines of blackcod (or sablefish). 

Soon the pod was taking a significant portion of the catch and 

damaging much gear in the process. The fishermen tried various 

methods of dissuading the whales, but none were effective. 

Eventually, they resorted to explosive charges and shooting, 

which likely killed several whales in the pod. Temporary closure 

of the fishery and other factors resolved the situation in Prince 

William Sound, but it has become a major problem in longline 

fisheries in the Bering Sea. 

En viron men tal Con tamin an ts 

Killer whales in British Columbia and Washington have recently 

been found to carry dangerously high levels of PCBs and other 

contaminants in their blubber, high enough to rank them as one 

of the world's most polluted cetacean populations. New research 

. by our colleague, Peter Ross, of the Institute of Ocean Science 

(Fisheries and Oceans Canada), has revealed that killer whales 

carry surprisingly high levels of tox ic pollutants in their tissue. 
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Using blubber samples taken from biopsies collected as part of

Lance Barrett-Lennard's genetic studies (see sidebar, p. 99), Ross


investigated the levels offat-soluble organochlorines in both res-

ident and transients, as well as in whales of various age and sex


categories. The story that has unfolded from this analysis is both

intriguing and alarming.

As top-level predators in the food web, killer whales ingest a


variety of human-made industrial pollutants through their diet.

The most tenacious and tox ic of these are the organochlorines -

PCBs, diox ins, and furans. PCBs were produced primarily for use


in electrical transformers, and although they have been banned

for many years in this region, they continue to find their way into

the marine habitat from old storage sites and environmental

cycling. Unfortunately, PCBs have not been banned in certain

other parts of the world, particularly in industrialized areas in Asia,


and these too enter the marine food chain in our region. These

persistent chemicals find their way into the atmosphere, where

they are transported thousands of kilometres across the Pacific,


eventually falling as rain or snow and entering the oceans directly

or by runofffrom land into coastal waters. The other organochlo-

rines, diox ins and furans, result primarily from the chlorine-

based bleaching process used until recently in local pulp mills.


Molecules of these tox ic chemicals bind to small particles in

the water column or muddy sea bottoms, then work their way


slowly up the food chain, from plankton to fish to marine mam-

mals. At each higher trophic level, the concentration of pollu-

tants increases through the process of bioaccumulation. Thus,

although pollutant levels may be low in individual schooling fish,


predators such as harbour seals and resident killer whales feed


on many of these, and the fat-soluble chemicals become stored

in increasing concentrations over time in the mammals' blubber.

Overall, transient killer whales were found to have the high-

est levels of pollutants, which no doubt result from their almost

exclusive m a ~ i n e - m a m m a l  diet. Residents feed on a lower

trophic level in the food web - primarily on salmon and other

fishes - and thus accumulate pollutants more slowly than tran-

sients. PCBs occur at much higher concentrations in killer

whales than do diox ins or fmans, apparently because the whales

are able to metabolize the latter two chemicals and not PCBs .


The least polluted whales were found to be the northern resi-

dents, which had the lowest levels of PCBs. Southern residents,

interestingly, had PCB levels between 3 and 6 times higher
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than northern residents, presumably because they are feeding

on different, more tox ic, prey. Transients had PCB levels that

were higher still, up to 8 times those of northern residents. I t

should be noted that these kinds of PCB levels are ex tremely

high for any an imal - they are among the highest recorded in

cetaceans and are more than 250 times higher than levels usually

found in humans.

Levels of PCBs in killerwhales were found to also vary sub-

stantially with the age and sex of individuals. Concentrations

increased steadily with age in males, which one nlight expect, as


the cumulative number of ingested prey items grew. In young

females, PCB concentration increases at the same rate as males

but drops sharply when the female begins to reproduce. Because

these chemicals are fat soluble, they are mobilized from the

mother's blubber during lactation and concentrate in her fat-

rich milk, then are transferred directly to her offspring through

nursing. I t is only when a female becomes post-reproductive, at

around 40 years of age, that PCB levels begin to rise once again.

Are such high levels of PCBs a serious threat to the health

and survival of killer whales? I t is not yet possible to answer this

question directly for this species, but there is good reason for


concern. Studies on harbour seals in Europe have shown that

high levels of PCBs and related contaminants can cause hor-

monal and reproductive dysfunction and suppression of the

iinmune system, which leads to increased susceptibility to dis-

ease. PCB-induced immunosuppression has been implicated in

a mass die-off of Mediterranean striped dolphins from a viral

disease several years ago. Levels of PCBs in southern residents

and transients are in the same range as these dolphins and are

higher than levels found to cause serious health problems in

European harbour seals. Of special concern are first-born killer

whale calves, which receive a very high dose of PCBs fr0111 their

.mother through nursing, and older males, who have no way of

ridding themselves of these tox ins.

Fortunately, PCBs are no longer produced or used in North

America. However, because the safe disposal of these tox ic

chemicals is difficult and expensive, over 90% of all PCBs ever

produced are still held in storage - and the security of many of

these storage facilities is questionable. It seems likely that these

tox ic pollutants will continue to seep into the whales' habitat for

years to come, unless serious international efforts are made to


control and eventually eliminate them.
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Genetic Testing:  Shedding New Light on Killer Whale B iology

Modern DNA analysis techniques are making it 

possible to answer many of the fundamental 

questions about killer whale population struc- 

ture and breeding systems that have long 

eluded us. Several researchers over the past

twenty years have ex amined various aspects of

killer whale population genetics, but the most

comprehensive and revealing study to date is


nearing completion. Since 1994, our colleague

Lance Barrett-Lennard has been undertaking a


PhD research project at the University of British


Columbia, focused on determining genetic

relationships among and within the various

killer whale populations in the northeastern

Pacific, as well as on mating patterns within

resident communities.

The key to Barrett-lennard's study was the 

development of an "ultralight" darting system 

to obtain small samples of skin from whales in a 

minimally i n v a ~ i v e  way. The system used a small 

biopsy dart weighing only a few grams, which 

was projected from an air rifle, The dart would

hit the whale's back or side behind the dorsal

fin, then bounce off and float until retrieved by

boat, complete with a small sample of skin and

underlying blubber. Even a skin sample of a


few milligrams can yield a remarkable amount

of genetic information, and the blubber accom-

panying the skin sample can be used to deter-

mine the levels of environmental contaminants

in the whales. When biopsied, most whales gave

no more than a slight shake, and many showed

no visible reaction. The sampling system was

found to be more effective, precise, and benign

than older darting techniques using bow-and-

arrow and has yielded samples from over 

275 whales along the wes t coast from British 

Columbia to Alaska. 

Although the detailed results of Lance Barrett-

Lennard's analyses await the completion of his


study, some fascinating preliminary findings are

available. Genetic sequences in mitochondrial

DNA, which is passed on only by mothers, as

well as microsatellite analysis of nuclear DNA,


which is not dependent on maternal descent,

confirm our earlier suspicion that residents and

transients represent distinct lineages with little

or no ex change of individuals or interbreeding.

The differences are so great between these two

forms that they have likely been isolated genet-

ically for many thousands of years.

Within the resident populations, some intrigu-

ing patterns have emerged. Northern and

southern resident communities have distinct

mitochondrial DNA haplotypes - that is, they

have unique genetic sequences indicating that

each is a completely separate maternal lineage,

which is supported by our observations of the

lack of mix ing between the two communities.

Interestingly, within a different community of

residents in southern Alaska (Prince William


Sound and southeastern Alaska), some pods

have the same haplotype as our northern resi-

dents , and others have the southern resident

haplotype. These different genetic patterns

in Alaska might reflect separate historical

colonization of the area by different pods from

the south.

Genetics are also helping us to understand the

resident breeding system. We have long won-

dered how residents avoid the potentially harm-

ful effects of inbreeding - the mating of close

relatives. Because resident matrilines are perma-

nent social units from which offspring never

leave, or disperse, we have suspected that

inbreeding is avoided by whales mating

between pods during temporary associations.

Paternity tests from microsatellite DNA analysis

has shown that this is indeed the case - matings

do not normally occur within pods, and there is


no evidence of past inbreeding.

Finally, skin DNA has given us a new tool to

determine the gender of many subadult whales,

which are difficult to sex  unless they roll over to

show their ventral sides (see "Sex and Years of

Birth and Death," p. 44). A simple genetic tes t

reveals whether the young whale is a male or a


female.
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The female I53, born in 1977, 

breaching in Haro Strait. 

Vessel Disturban ce

Increasing marine traffic of all kinds, including commercial 

and recreational whale-watching vessels, is creating more and 

more noise and disturbance in the resident whales' core areas, 

Johnstone Strait and Haro Strait. Re'cent studies have shown that 

close approaches by boats can cause short-term disruption of 

whale activities, but it is the potential for long-term, cumulative 

effects that are of greatest concern. Multiple disruptions may make 

it difficult for the whales to function normally in congested areas, 

causing them to move to less populated waters. Adherence to 

whale-watching guidelines and regulations may help to reduce 

physical disturbance by boats, but underwater noise from vessels 

is more difficult to control. Noise has the potential to interfere 

with the whales' ability to communicate with one another and 

coordinate their activities while spread out during foraging. I t 

can also mask the echolocation signals or passive acoustic cues


the whales use to navigate and locate prey. Such interference

may reduce foraging success and cause other behavioural effects.
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Population  Status an d  Future Outlook

I t is possible that no single factor is harmful enough to cause a


decline of resident killer whales, but together they may create

conditions leading to reduced productivity and survival. In

response to the recent decline in the southern resident commu-

nity, and in recognition of reduced salmon availability and other

forms of habitat degradation, the Committee on the Status of

Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) recently listed resi-

dent killer whales in British Columbia as "threatened." This des-

ignation refers to a species (or population) that is "likely to


become endangered in Canada iflimiting factors are not

reversed." In listing resident whales, COSEWIC chose to lump

the southern and northern communities together, but it seems


clear that the southerns are more at risk than the northerns. The

larger northern resident community has been increasing at its


max imum potential for years, and only recently has this growth

appeared to slow or stabilize. The smaller southern community

carries higher loads of tox ic chemicals, spends the critical sum-

mer feeding season in more pol luted, indus trial i zed waters , and

has declined in numbers during each of the past four years.


Efforts by conservationists are under way in the United States to


have southern residents listed as a threatened or endangered

population. Transient killer whales, for which no reliable popu-

lation trend data are available, are also considered "vulnerable"

in Canada. 

I t is possible that the decline of southern residents will.turn

around and the community will begin to grow once more, or at

least hold its own. But the long-term prospects are not particu-

larly encouraging. Projections for human population trends

over the nex t 30 years indicate that most of the land area sur-

rounding Puget Sound and the southern Strait of Georgia will


be highly urbanized, and, as a result, inshore waters will become

increasingly noisy, congested, and polluted. Recent studies of the

potential effects of-global warming predict that if water temper-

atures increase by only a few degrees, salmon may not be able to


survive in the region. Hopefully, the recent decline of southern

residents will serve as a "wake-up call," triggering concern and

action at all levels of society and government to ensure the

future survival of killer whales.
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The following are definitions of some of the terms used in killer whale

research and in this book.

breach

occurs when a whale leaps out of the water, exposing two-thirds or

more of its body.


calf

a young-of-the-year, typically bQrn in fall-winter.


clan

one or more pods that share a related dialect; pods within a clan have


.probably  descended from a common ancestral group and therefore are


probably more closely related to each other than to pods from other

clans.


commun ity

comprises all pods that travel together; pods from different communi-

ties have never been seen together.

d ialect

a unique set of discrete calls made by an individual whale and fellow


pod members; dialects of most resident pods can be distinguished

either by ear or with a sound analyzer.


d iscrete call

a type of communication vocalization that sounds the same each time it


is produced; on average, resident pods produce about twelve different

types of discrete calls. .


echolocation

the process by which killer whales and other toothed cetaceans use


vocalizations to obtain information about their surroundings; similar to


SONAR, echolocation involves the production of rapid, high-frequency

clicks that echo offobjects  in the whale's path.

eye patch

the elliptically-shaped white patch located above and behind a whale's eye.


flukes

the horizontal projections forming the tail of the whale.


hyd rophon e

an underwater microphone used to listen to and record whale vocaliza-

tions.

juven ile

an immature whale of either sex.


matern al gen ealogy

a family tree showing the ancestry of an individual through its mother's

relatives; a1so.known as a matriline.
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matriarch

the eldest female in a matrilineal group, pod, or subpod.

matrilin e

the basic social unit of resident killer whales, composed of a mature

female and her immediate descendants; descendants may include

mature males and mature daughters and their offspring.


offshore killer whales

a little-known population of killer whales, found mostly in offshore

waters offBritish Columbia; appear to travel in generally larger groups

than residents or transients.


pod

one or more matrilines that usually travel together; term relevant only

to resident whales.


resid en t killer whales

a form of killer whales that feeds preferentially on fish, especially


salmon, and has a very stable social structure.

sad d le

the grey pigmented area at the posterior base of the dorsal fin.


sprouter

an adolescent male whose fin is undergoing a rapid spurt of growth.

spyhop

a behaviour where a whale raises its head vertically above the water,


then slips back below the surface; a spyhop seems to be a means of

obtaining a view above the surface.


tran sien t killer whales

a form of killer whales that feeds preferentially 011 marine mammals

and has a looser social structure than that of residents; transients also


differ from residents in dorsal fin shape, group size, behaviour, and

vocalizations.

whale en coun ter

an occasion when one or more identifiable individuals have been

located.
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Vid eos

Islalld o f Whales (National Film Board, Vancouver, 1989)


Killer Whales: Wolves o f the Sea (National Geographic Society,


Washington, DC, 1993)


These films contain accurate natural history information and scenes of

killer whales in British Columbia and other regions. They are available


on videotape from the sources shown or from the Vancouver Aquarium

Marine Science Centre (website: www.clamshell.org or P.O. Box 3232,


Vancouver, BC V6B 3X8).


Soun d  Rec:ord ings


Blackfish Sound: Ullderwater Commullication o f Killer Whales ill British


Columbia (Vancouver Aquarium Research, 1992)


This recording features examples of pod dialects and vocalizations

recorded during various activities ofresident killer whales. I t is available


in CD or audio-cassette formats from the Vancouver Aquarium Marine

Science Centre (website: www.clamshell.org or mailing address above)

or from Holborne Distributing Co. Ltd., P.O. Box 309S, Mt. Albert,

Ontario LOG IMO).

Hyd ropholles

Reliable pOI table hydrophones, ideally suited to listening to killer whale

sounds, can be obtained from Offshore Acoustics, 5454 Indian River


Dr., North Vancouver, BC V7G lL3


(website: www.offshoreacoustics.com).

Whale Ad option  Programs

Programs to symbolically adopt whales are an interesting and popular

way for people to learn about killer whales. At the same time, they

provide funding for field research and conservation. Proceeds from the

following two adoption programs directly support the annual photo-

identification studies described in this book.

For Ilorthern resident alld trallSient killer whales, colltact:


BC Wild Killer Whale Adoption Program

Vancouver Aquarium Marine Science Centre

P.O. Box 3232


Vancouver, BC V6B 3X8


Phone: (604) 659-3430, fax: (604) 659-3515


Website: www.killerwhale.org

For southern resident killer whales, colltact:


Orca Adoption Program

The Whale Museum

P.O. Box 945


Friday Harbor, WA 98250

Phone: (250) 378-4710, fax: (250) 378-5790


Website: www.whale-museum.org

Research.  ICon servation .  an d  Ed ucation  Organ ization s

The following organizations have programs in research, conservation,

or public education involving killer whales.
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British Columbia:


BC Parks, Strathcona District

Rathtrevor Beach Park

Parksville, BC VOR 2S0

Website: www.elp.gov.bc.ca/bcparks!

Johnstone Strait Killer Whale Interpretive Centre Society

P.O. Box 3


Telegraph Cove, BC VON 3)0

Orcalab

P.O. Box 258


Alert Bay, BC VON lAO

. Website: www.orcalab.org

Pacific Biological Station

Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Nanaimo, BC V9R 5K6


Phone: (250) 756-7245, fax: (250) 756-7053

Website: www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/sci/

Raincoast Research

Simoon Sound, B e VOP ISO


Sidney Ivfuseulll

2440 Sidney Avenue

Sidney, BC V8L 1 Y7


Phone: (250) 656-1322, fax: (250) 655-4508

Website: www.sidneybc.com/museum!

Marine Mammal Research Unit

Fisheries Centre

University of British Columbia

Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z4


Phone: (604) 822-8181, fax: (604) 822-8180
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